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34. On April 12,;1973 the President telephoned Charles Colson at
7:31 p.m. and asked Colson to prepare a specific set of r-ecommendations
with respect to the Hatergate matter. The following day Colson met with
Ehrlichman twice. At the second meeting Colson was accompanied by his
lawyer. Ehr Li.chman testified that; at the second meeting Co Lson said that
he understood that Howard Hunt would testify before the grand jury that
the second break-in at the Watergate was opposed by Hunt but that Liddy
said to Hunt that they couldn't call it off because they were doing it
on Mitchell's order; that Hunt would testify about the transmittal of
funds to the Watergate defendants; and that McCord was making allegations
about a trip to Las Vegas by Hunt, McCord and possibly Liddy to break
into the safe of Hank Greenspun in a project masterminded by Colson.
Colson has stated that he recommended to Ehrlichman, among other-
things, that the President take steps to expose those involved in the
planning, approving or authorizing of the Watergate break-in.
34.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 12, 1973, Exhibit 17,
In re Grand Jury.
34.2 Charles Colson draft statement prepared for delivery to
SSC, September 1973, 46-48.
34.3 John Ehrlichman log, April 13, 1973 (received from SSC).
34.4 John Ehrlichman deposition, Democratic National Committee v.
McCord, May 22, 1973, 126-27.
34.5 John Ehrlichman testimo~y, 7 SSC 2729-30,2800-02.
34.6 John Ehrlichman notes of "April 13, 1973 meeting with Charles
Colson and David Shapiro, Exhibit No. 98, 7 SSC 2933-36.
34.7 John Dean testimony, 3 SSC 1012-13.
[3234]
35. On April 13, 1973, the day Magruder began meeting with the
prosecutors, Lawrence Higby, staff assistant to Haldeman, had two
telephone conversations with Magruder which were taped without
Magruder's knowledge. Higby asked Magruder whether his testimony
was going to be damaging to Strachan and Haldeman. Magruder said
it would damage Strachan but he had not talked to Haldeman about the
Watergate until long after. Higpy told Magruder that it wasn't in his
long or short term interest to blame the White House. On April 14, 1973
Ehr1ichman and Haldeman reported these conversations to the President.
Ehr1ichman told the President that Higby had handled Magruder so well that
Magruder had closed all his doors now with this tape; that the tape would
beat the socks off Magruder if he ever got off the reservation.
35.1 Jeb Magruder testimony, 2 sse 808, 851.
35.2 Tape recording of conversation between Jeb Magruder
and Lawrence Higby, April 13, 1973 (received from
SSe), and House Judiciary Committee transcript
thereof, 9-10, 12-13, 14-16, 21.
35.3 White House edited transcript of conversation among
the President, H.R. Haldeman and John Ehr1ichman,
April 14,1973,8:55 - 11:30 a.m., 7-9.
[3235]
36. On April 14, 1973 the President met with Ehr1ichman from
8:55 to 11:31 a.m. and with Haldeman from 9:00 to 11:30 a.m. At
this meeting the President instructed Ehr1ichman to meet with
Mitchell. The President was advised that the grand jury was focusing
on the aftermath. There was a discussion of payments to the \vatergate
defendants and of the transfer of $350,000 from Strachan to LaRue
to be used for payments to the defendants.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of this conversation, the President has produced
an edited transcript of that recording. A summary- o-f--tnal:--t"ranscript
has been prepared.
36.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 14, 1973, Exhibit 19,
In re Grand Jury.
36.2 Summary of vfuite House edited trans~ript of a conversation
among the President, H.R. Haldeman and John Ehr1ichman,
April 14, 1973, 8:55 - 11:30 a.m., prepared by House
Judiciary Committee staff.
[3236]
37. On the afternoon of April 14, 1973 Dean, Haldeman and
Ehrlichman met in Ehrlichman's office. Dean has testified that
there was a discussion of whether Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean,
Mitchell, Colson and others would be indicted.
37.1 John Ehr1ichman log, April 14, 1973 (received
from SSC).
37.2 John Dean testimony, 3 SSC 1013-14.
37.3 John Dean list of names, SSC Exhibit No. 34-47,
3 SSC 1312.
37.4 John Dean testimony, SSC Executive Session,
June 16, 1973, 146.
37.5 Richard Moore testimony, 5 SSC 1960, 1988-90.
[3237]
38. On April 14, 1973, at 1:30 p.m., Haldeman had a telephone
conversation with Magruder and taped the conversation. Magruder
told Haldeman that he had committed perjury many times; that he had
decided to follow his lawyer's advice and make a full disclosure to
the grand jury; that it put Gordon in a spot; and that he intended
to plead guilty.
38.1 H.R. Haldeman log, April 14, 1973 (received from
SSC).
38.2 House Judiciary Committee transcript of tape
recorded conversation between H.R. Haldeman
and Jeb Magruder, April 14, 1973, 1, 5.
[3238]
39. On April 14, 1973, at the President's request, Ehrlichman met
with Mitchell from 1:40 to 2:10 p.m. Ehr1ichman told Mitchell that
the President had instructed him to talk to Mitchell and say not to hold
back on account of the Presidency. Mitchell said that he was going to
stay where he was because he was too far out. Mitchell said that he
got euchred into it by not paying attention and that the whole genesis
of this thing was at the White House. Mitchell told Ehr1ichman that
Dean had been caught in the middle like so many others who were trying
to keep the lid on until after the election and trying to keep the lid
on all the other things that had gone on at the White House. Magruder's
pending disclosures to the prosecutors were also discussed. Mitchell
told Ehr1ichman that some of the White House fund had been used to make
payments to the defendants, with Haldeman's approval, prior to the return
of the money to Fred LaRue.
39.1 John Ehr1ichman log, April 14, 1973 (received from SSC).
39.2 John Ehr1ichman deposition, Democratic National Committee
v. McCord, May 22, 1973, 171-73.
39.3 John Mitchell testimony, 4 SSC 1651-52.
39.4 John Ehrlichman testimony, 7 SSC 2756.
39.5 Tape recording of a conversation between John Ehr1ichman
and John Mitchell, April 14, 1973, and House Judiciary
Committee transcript thereof. 1-3, 5, 16, 40-43.
[3239]
40. On April 14, 1973 the President met with Haldeman from 1:55
to 2:13 p.m. Haldeman reported to the President on his telephone
conversation with Magruder. There was a discussion of what Haldeman
and Strachan would say if Magruder testified that he had sent Gemstone
materials to Strachan.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of this conversation, the President has produced
an edited transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript
has been prepared.
40.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 14, 1973, Exhibit 19,
In re Grand Jury.
40.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a conversation
between the President and H.R. Haldeman, April 14, 1973,
1:55 - 2:13 p.m., prepared by House Judiciary Committee
staff.
[3240]
41. On April 14, 1973 the President met with Haldeman and Ehrlichman
from 2:24 to 3:55 p.m. At this meeting Ehrlichman reported on his
meeting with Mitchell. There was a discussion of the motive for the payments
to the defendants and the transfer of the $350,000 from the White House to
the Committee. The President instructed Ehr1ichman to meet with Magruder.
There was a discussion whether it would reduce the likelihood of Department
of Justice follow-up if Ehrlichman gave a report to Kleindienst rather
than Silbert.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of this conversation, the President has produced
an edited transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript
has been prepared.
41.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 14, 1973,
Exhibit 19, In re Grand Jury.
41.2 Summary of '~ite House edited transcript of a
conversation among the President, H.R. Haldeman
and John Ehr1ichman, April 14, 1973, 2:24 - 3:55 p.m.,
prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
[3241]
42. On April 14, 1973 John Ehrlichman met with Jeb Magruder and
his attorneys. Ehrlichman informed Magruder and his attorneys that
he was conducting an investigation for the President. Magruder and
his attorneys discussed with Ehrlichman the information which Magruder
had disclosed to the prosecutors earlier that day to the effect that
at a meeting in Key Biscayne Mitchell, LaRue and Magruder had participated
in an express and specific approval of the plan to break into and bug the
DNC headquarters and to bug McGovern headquarters and the Fontainbleau
headquarters of the Democratic Convention.
42..1 Jeb Magruder testimony, 2 SSC 808.
42.2 John Ehr1ichman testimony, 7 SSC 2765-66.
42.3 John Ehrlichman notes, April 14, 1973,. SSC
Exhibit No. 98, 7 SSC 2937-43.
[3242]
43. On April 14, 1973 the President met with Haldeman and
Ehr1ichman from 5:15 to 6:45 p.m. Ehr1ichman reported to the
President on his meeting with Magruder and his attorneys. The
President instructed Haldeman to give Strachan a report of Magruder's
testimony. There was a discussion of the motive for the payments to
the defendants.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape
recording and other evidence of this conversation, the President
has produced an edited transcript of that recording. A summary of
that transcript has been prepared.
43.1 John Ehr1ichman testimony, 7 SSC 2757-58.
43.2 President Nixon daily diary, April 14, 1973,
Exhibit 19, In re Grand Jury.
43.3 Summary of White House edited transcript of a
conversation among the President, H.R. Haldeman
and John Ehrlichman, April 14, 1973, 5:15 - 6:45 p.m.,
prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
[3243]
44. On April 14, 1973, at approximately 6:00 p.m. and during the
meeting specified in the preceding paragraph, Ehrlichman telephoned
Kleindienst. Ehrlichman told Kleindienst that he had been conducting
an investigation for the President. There was a discussion of what
Ehr1ichman should do with the information he had uncovered. Kleindienst
has testified that Ehr1ichman told him that the testimony that Magruder
had given to the U.S. Attorneys would implicate people high and low in
the White House and in the campaign committee. The President has produced
an edited transcript of this conversation. According to this transcript
Ehr1ichman stated that the information proviced by Magruder implicated
people up and do\vnin the Committee to Re-Elect; and, when Kleindienst
asked who Magruder implicated besides himself and Mitchell, Ehr1ichman
answered Dean, LaRue, Mardian and Porter.
44.1 John Ehr1ichman testimony, 7 SSC 2757-58.
44.2 Richard Kleindienst testimony, 9 SSC 3577-78.
44.3 John Ehrlichman testimony, Watergate Grand Jury,
September 13, 1973, 138-40 (received from Watergate
Grand Jury).
44.4 Richard Kleindienst testimony, Watergate Grand Jury,
August 9, 1973, 67-69 (received from Watergate Grand
Jury).
44.5 Summary of White House edited transcript of a telephone
conversation between John Ehrlichman and Richard
Kleindienst, April 14, 1973, at approximately 6:00
p.m., prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
,-,.'~.
[3244]
45. On April 14, 1973 the President had a telephone conversation
with Haldeman from 11:02 to 11:16 p.m. There was a discussion of
what would be said to Strachan about the information Magruder was
giving to the prosecutors. There was also a discussion about the
motive for making payments to the defendants.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of this con~ersation, the President has prdtluced
an edited transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript
has been prepared.
45.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 14, 1973,
Exhibit 19, In re Grand Jury.
45.2 Summary of \~ite House edited transcript of a
conversation between the President and H.R. Haldeman,
April 14, 1973, 11:02 - 11:16 p.m., prepared by
House Judiciary Committee staff.
[3245]
46. On April 14, 1973, from 11:22 to 11:53 p.m., the President had
a telephone conversation with John Ehrlichman. There was a discussion
of what Ehr1ichman would say to Colson and Strachan about his conversation
with Magruder, and what Ehr1ichman would say to Dean about a plan to
deal with obstruction of justice allegations. There was also a discussion
of whether Haldeman should be dismissed.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of this conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
46.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 14, 1973, Exhibit 19,
In re Grand Jury.
46.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a telephone
conversation between the President and John Ehrlichman,
April 14,1973, 11:22 - 11:53 p.m., prepared by House
Judiciary Committee staff.
[3246]
47. During the evening of April 14, 1973 Petersen was briefed
by the prosecutors on the information furnished by Dean and Magruder.
Petersen telephoned Kleindienst and arranged to report to him
immediately. On April 15, 1973 Kleindienst met at his home with
Petersen, United States Attorney Titus, and chief prosecutor Silbert
from approximately 1:00 to 5:00 a.m. Kleindienst was briefed on
evidence implicating high White House and CRP officials in the Watergate
break-in and the obstruction of the government's investigation.
Kleindienst decided to arrange a meeting with the President that
morning.
47.1 Henry Petersen testimony, 9 SSC 3627-28.
47.2 Richard Kleindienst testimony, 9 SSC 3572-73,
3578-79, 3585-86.
[3247]
48. On April 15, 1973 at 8:41 a.m. Kleindienst attempted to reach
the President by telephone to request an immediate meeting. The President
returned Kleindienst's call at 10:13 a.m. and agreed to meet Kleindienst
that afternoon.
48.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 15, 1973,
Exhibit 20, In re Grand Jury.
48.2 Richard Kleindienst testimony, 9 sse 3572-73, 3602.
[3248]
49. On April 15, 1973 John Ehrlichman met with Gordon Strachan from
approximately 10:00 to 10:35 a.m. and 11:15 to noon. They discussed
Strachan's recollection of his contacts with Magruder and Haldeman
relating to Watergate. Ehrlichman has testified that he confronted
Strachan with Magruder's allegation about sending Strachan a budget
which included specific reference to bugging, and that Strachan
said that he was sure he had never seen anything like that. Ehrlichman's
notes of his meeting with Strachan reflect a reference to a memorandum
from Strachan to Haldeman stating a sophisticated intelligence operation
is going with a 300 budget.
49.1 John Ehr1ichman deposition, Democratic National
Committee v. McCord, May 22, 1973, 46-54.
49.2 John Ehr1ichman notes of a meeting with Gordon
Strachan, April 15, 1973, SSC Exhibit No. 98,
7 SSC 2918-21.
49.3 John Ehrlichman testimony, 7 SSC 2767-69.
49.4 President Nixon daily diary, April 15, 1973,
Exhibit 20, In re Grand Jury.
49.15 Memorandum from Tom Hart to Jack.Nesbitt,
July 24, 1973, Exhibit 29, In re Grand Jury.
\
[3249]
[3250]
[3251]
34. On April 12,\1973 the President telephoned Charles Colson at
7:31 p.m. and asked Colson to prepare a specific set of recommendations
with respect to the Watergate matter. The following day Colson met with
Ehrlichman twice. At the second meeting Colson was accompanied by his
lawyer. Ehr Li.chman testified that at the second me etLng Colson said that
he understood that Howard Hunt would testify before the grand jury that
the second break-in at the Watergate was opposed by Hunt but that Liddy
said to Hunt that they couldn't call it off because they were doing it
on Mitchell's order; that Hunt would testify about the transmittal of
funds to the Watergate defendants; and that McCord was making allegations
about a trip to Las Vegas by Hunt, McCord and possibly Liddy to break
into the safe of Hank Greenspun in a project masterminded by Colson.
Colson has stated that he recommended to Ehrlichman, among other
things, that the President take steps to expose those involved in the
planning, approving or authorizing of the Watergate break-in.
34.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 12, 1973, Exhibit 17,
In re Grand Jury.
34.2 Charles Colson draft statement prepared for delivery to
SSC, September 1973, 46-48.
34.3 John Ehrlichman log, April 13, 1973 (received from SSC).
34.4 John Ehrlichman deposition, Democratic National Committee v.
McCord, May 22, 1973, 126-27.
34.5 John Ehrlichman testimony, 7 SSC 2729-30, 2200-02.
34.6 John Ehrlichman notes of April 13, 1973 meeting with Charles
Colson and David Shapiro, Exhibit No. 98, 7 SSC 2933-36.
34.7 John Dean testimony, 3 sse 1012-13.
[3252]
[3253]
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ACTIVITY
P The Prcsi dcn t talked w.i th his rlL1itary Aide, :·laj.John V.
Brennan.
~ The President met w Lth his Assis tant, John D. Ehrlichman.
The President met \o1ith his Assistant, Henry A. Kissinger.
The President Hent to the Cabinet Room.
The President met \oJ ith members of the ~SC. For a list of
attendees, see APPENDIX "B. II
Hhite House photographer, in/out
The President returned to the Oval Office.
\ . The President :net with his Assistant, H. R. Haldeoan.~,
The President had breakfast.
P 1112 President t eLephoried long dis tance to Charles ~.J. Colson,
attorney for Colson and Shapiro, in \-!ashingtoI1,D.C. The
call was not completed.
The President motored from Aspen Lodge to the Cam? D2.vid
helipad.
The President flew by helicop ter from Camp David, }1aryland to
the South Grounds of the \·!h,iteHouse. For a list of
passengers, see APPE~DIX "A."
TIle President went to the Oval Office.
R The Pr~sident was telephoned long distance by ~r. Colson in
Dover, ~·rassachusetts. The call was not co op Le t ed .
The President met to discuss U.S .-European relations \....ith:
Joseph Luns, Secretary General of ~ATO
Donald Rums f eLd , Ambassador from tile U. S. to NATO
Hr. Kissinger
Hernb ers of the press, in/out
Hhite House photographer, in/out
The President me t for a photo op po r t un i ty w i th ;
Osc~r ncr~~r, c~rtoonist
Ronald L. Ziegler, Pr0ss Secretary
\,'1:iteHouse ph o tocrap uc r , lnic.ut
[3254]
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1:10
1:19
1:16
1: 20 .1: 21
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2:23
2:25
'2:27
2:30
3:57
4:00
5:27
5:47
5:47
6:55
7:20
7:31
8:2'2
2:24
2:29
2:28
3:45
5:21
6:55
7:48
'v-Y The President met w i th his Special Assi stan t , Stephen B. Bull.
P
R
P
The Presid~nt went to his office in the EOB.
The President talked with Mr. Bull.
TIle President talked with Mr. Ziegler.
:..\The President met with :·lr.Bull.
TIlePresident talked with his daughter, Julie.
v\' The President met w i th ~lr. EhrLi.chman ,
TIlePresident returned to the Oval Office.
The President met with John B. Connally, attorney for Vinson,
Elkins, Searls, Connally and Smith.
The President returned to the second floor Residence.
The President went to the State Dining Room.
The President [lOS ted a reception honoring }!c;i1'.;:'ersof Congress
who supported the President's veto of S.7, vocational
rehabilitation and II.R.3298, water and sewer legislation.
For a list of guests, see t\PPE~mIX "C."
He~bers of' the press, in/out
\\TIite House pho tographer, inlout
The President returned to the second floor Residence.
The President had dinner wi th ;
The First Lady
Tricia Cox
The President talkcd long distance w Lth ~lr. Colson in Dover,
:·lassachusetts.
The President went; to the t·!lliteHouse bowLdng alley.
The Pres Ld cnt return ...id to the second f Lo or ResLd ence.
[3255]
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34.2 Charles Colson statement -
2 :ce s i ci '2 n t: i a 1
-_
I appreciate the opportunity to present this opening
s taLement to YO'.J:r Cornmit t ee. I shall first atteopt to the best
of my r ecoLl.ect.Lonto recount my knool.edge of the eve nt s :
surrounding the Watergate Affair.
I will als 0 at tempt , if I r.1ay" to give this Cornru'i,ttee
some insight into the mood and atrnosphere wh i ch existed in
the White House during the Nixon years. I have f oTl.owe d VOll'Y.. .
proceedings to d2te; it is clear th2t you are seeking to deter-
happened, but why and how these
things could have haiJDeneG.
L •
AS TO THE FACTS:
I first heard that there haJ been a burglary at the
~...~. c ,_....Y rl .-,- 1 T: : :1 ,~ 1 7 ; ~ -, .,
;", .::.: I..) "~ "_ \..! ~ _, '_I. ~'" .._j ......~ " .. ,,__ ,-./ / _- ")
[3257]
46.
Mr. Dean has testified that on March 21 he told
the. President of the ext errt of the cove r=up and urged
the President to take, steps to remove the "cancer on his
Presidency". Not on this date, April 2, nor on any '.
other date for that'matter, did John Dean ever express to
me a belief that the President might be involved in a
cover-up or indeed that a cover-up even existed. Not on
this date nor on any other date did: Nr. Dean ever 'suggest
to me that he was seeking a ">'lay to help the President remove
the "cancer on his Presidency". Mr. Dean kriew full well
that I was in commun i.catLon ">vitpthe President. If he felt
then the way he has testified he did -- that is, the cover-
up had to be ended -- why didn it he ever mention this to me ?
. As a result of Hagruder's allegations, I submitted to
"
a polygraph examination on April 4 acL-ninistered by Hr .'
Richard Arther, the report of wb i.ch ">'las made available to
your staff on May 3. The examiner concluded that I had
had no prior know l edge or Lnvo Lvemenr in the Hatergate.
On April 12, the Pre~ident called me in Boston to s av
.J
t.h a c he want ed to act p r ornpt l.y on \·!2..te:r-gate. He asked ~2
to prc?are a specific set of reco~~2ndations, what I bcliev2 he
al l -1 IIp_ '""\.."i .,1'c ... Ll.eu a _~C __0, and to s ub.u i.t it to h irn as soon as
-~.¥sa!)lt:.' • ._
[3258]
47.
he' p . • ,tell me that .e was aware 01. tne resi.de.n t; s request.
that he had been investigating actively on the President's
behalf and, as soon as I had my recoIill:lendationsprepa..-:-ed,
he would like me to ~ring them to him.
'.
I met with Hr. Ehrlichman toLce on April 13. During
the morning I met with hLu alone to try to deterQine fr02
him wh at;information he had obtained so that I could prepare
my own recommendations more intellfgently. S . ... , 1peclrlca ...y,
I wanted to know wh ether it had been determined who had
ordered the Hatergate because it wa s essential to know that
in order to.make any recommendations. John explained that
he himself had been digging into the matter very deeply,
did not have all the critical facts but was in the process
of assembling them. He told me that he had had to take over
the investigation inasmuch as John Dean had been told to
go to Camp David to wr i,te a report but couldn't wr Lt e one>
thereby raising grave doubts about the adequacy of his work
and his own involvement.
I told Nr. Ehrlichman that Nr. Shapiro had been digging
very hard and that He had a'number of :;::-eco~enJ.:ltions.T •vonn
suggested that both Shapiro and I return in the after~oon. We
di.dso told EhrLi ......hrnanall tha t we then 1:-110\:-; .~r..rl ~l·••.,":1.:"';? the~" ~l' ... ..:..·_l ;.'.<.O.' il '- '" l'- ~ _ _. ~ _ ~ _
fo Ll owi r.g r e corruncnda t Loris :
[3259]
L48.
He urged that whoever vza s involved in
authorizing, planning or .ap~roving the
Watergate either come forward or steps
be taken to see that they were exposed;
"]erecoIlliIlendedthat the President wa Lve all
Executive Privilege for the Hatergate incident
only and/or for any alleged criminal conduct
arising out of the Watergate;
'-Iealternatively suggested that the President
waive Executive Privilege for the foregoing
and for campaign issues for principal Hhite
House aides like Haldeman and Colson;
lie once again urged the appointment of BJ.""l
independent special counsel ~""ldthe replace-
ment of John Dean;
Finally, Shapiro further suggested that }rr.
Liddy and his counsel be called into the Oval
Office and be told by the President himself
that he w anted Liddy to tell the who l.etruth.
Shapiro added that he had heard that Liddy was
remaining silent because ha wa s assured of
a pardon. Shapiro said that Liddy should
be told th2t the only way he co~ld ~e CO~si~2~ed
._
t>..c. t ruth.
[3260]
"[3261]
34.3 John Ehrlichman log
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9 :,)0
9: IS
G~ ':-:::-:1E! r.t
Dick ;'-,iooc::!'s of£:'cc (
sh ow)
2:10
2:15-4:00
·5:30
7:00
9:00
Rog er Ba rth
President
Bl2.i:- House (Sena.to:-s E:::-vin a nd Baker)
B1.:f.:'et at Italian Ernb a s s y - 1601 Fuller - Bl a ck tie
F'i.Irri at Ke nne dy Center Brotn2!" Sun. Sister !VIaon
c -
/ THURSDAY. A~?IL 12, 1973
9:15 ._._.;. . 'president·
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A Yes, I did.
Q Was there more than one such conversation?r A Yes I talked to I·lr.Colson CJ. couple of ti!7!cSon ·the
I :telephon2, as I recall, and onC2 if! my of i;i,,'O.
Q Could you put those in any tine frCJ.8e for us, please,
Hr. Ehrlichman?
A It would have been between our return from California
.which must have been about the 10th, I guess, 9th or 10th of
April, and April 15th. As a matter of fact, I saw him in my
office on the 13th.
Q Do you have any note of that conversation?
A Yes, I do.
Q What questions did you ask Mr. Colson and how did he
'" respond?
MR. STRICKLER: Within the limitation as to time?
r.-m.• DUUIE: Yes.
TIlE WITNESS: We were accompanied ln our conversation by his
partner and attorney, ~r. Shapiro.
BY HR. DUNI::::::
Q Anyone else present?
A No.
Q This is the face-to-face conversation?
A 'I'h i s wa s a L.1ce--to-faceconvcrsCltion. T;18Y had cor.eto
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see me to give me an opportunity to ask questions a~d to disc~3s
problems of executive privilege and its scope and to make so~e
> suggestions as 'to how the ~vhite House should conduct itself in
. the then controversy. -The facts which I elici~~d, and I will
just skip around in the notes, Mr. Colson advised ~e that he
unders tood that the second bre3_~~-in "las opposed by Iloward Ilunt
but that ar. Liddy said to l'lr.Hunt, "~'ie can't call it off. ~'Ie
are doing this on Mr. Mitchell's order. We must go ahead."
This was in relation to Mr. Colson's prediction of what Howard
Hunt would testify to when recalled before the Grand Jury, which
Ilad n6t yet occurred and was then going to be u?coming. He said.
he thought that IIunt wou Ld corroborate 11cCord I s testimony w i t.hout;
I being more specific than that.
'l_____tive privilege.
There is quite a lot about execu-
Q Did he voice an opinion to you as to the position th~
l'lhiteHouse should take at that time on executive privilege?
A Yes, he did.
Q \mat did he say?
l·IR. S':'RICKLER: I think this is beyond the scope of your
complaint and I object to it on the ground of relevanc~ and I
suggest the witness not answer.
THE IHTNESS: I viII comply. That is really all that I
elici ted from h i.m that is w i t.hi.n tile quic1clincs here.
,
.... _ ... - ~-.-
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FRIDAY, JULY 27, 1973
U.S. SE~ATE,
SELECTCmOITITEE ox
PRESIDENTIAL CA)fpAIG~ AClT'lIlTES,
W(l8hingtoll! D.C.
The Select Committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 :05 a.m., in
room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
(chairman), presiding.
Present: Sen~tors Ervin, Talmadge, Inouye, Montoya, Baker,
Gurney, and Welcker.
Also present: Samuel Dash, chief counsel and staff director; Fred
D. Thompson, minority counsel; Rufus L. Edmisten, deputy chief
counsel; Arthur S. :Hiller. chief consultant ; Jed .Johnson, consultant:
David M. Dorsen, James Hamilton, and Terry F. Lenzner, assistant
chief counsels; R. Phillip Haire. Mnrc Lackritz, Will iam T. Mavton,
Ronald D. Rotunda. and Barrv Schochet, assistant majoritv counsels:
Eugene Boyce, hearings record counsel : Donald G. Sanders. deputy
minority counsel; Howard S. Liebengood, H. Will iarn Shure. and
Robert Silverstein, assistant minority counsels; Pauline O. Dement.
research assistant; Eiler Ravnholt. office of Senator Iriouve ; Robert
Baca, office of Senator Montoya ; Ron ~Ic~Iahan. assistantto Senator
Baker; A. Searle Field, assistant to Senator Weicker ; John Walz,
publ ications clerk. .
Sena~r ERYI:-<.Senator Inouye, will you resume your examination
of the WItness.
Senator IxoUYE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Ehrlichman, when we recessed yesterday we were discussing
our interviews as part of the inquiry made in behalf of the President.
nd in response to one of my questions you indicated that you had dis-
cussed or talked with Mr. O'Brien. Mr. Kalmbach. Mr. Dean. Mr.
Mitchell, and again with Mr. Strachan, and you have indicated that.
you had maintained inter-dew notes.
TESTnrONY OF JOHN EHRLICHMAN-Resumed
Mr. EHRLTCH~['\X. Of 'lome of those. Senator. and I neglected to
say I also talked to Mr. Krosrh because of something that came up in
the course of these interviews that I wanted to inquire about. so he
would be an additional individual that I talked to.
Senator Txorrrz. We have no notes on ~[r. Kalmbach. )[r. Dean. )fr.
i\fitchrll. and ~(r. Strachan. Is there any reason for this?
Mr. ETTRLTCY-DL\X.Yon should han. There art> notes for Strachan
nnd Dr-n n. There are no notes for my talk with either-for 111Y tnlk
with i\fr_ Kalmbach. We did turn over to t ho committee staff tho
transcript of mv interview with ~rr. ~Iitchpl1 which 15 a wry. \"('1'\'
poor one. It is not vorv hr-lpful. It .is vorv sketchy.
(2n!l)
•
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Senator IxoUYE. Mr. Dash, do we have the copies of the Kalmbach,
Dean, Mitchell, and Strachan--
Mr. EHRLIGIT,\!AN.There are no Kalmbach notes, Senator. There arc
Dean and Strachan notes. The notes that I have here are O'Brien.
Dean, Colson, Magruder, and Strachan.
Mr. DASH. Senator Inouye, whatever you have, is what we received.
In other words, that was intact, delivered to us in that form, and we
have no other notes.
Senator ERVIX. Let the reporter assign it the appropriate exhibit
umber. .
[The document referred to was marked exhibit No. 98.*] _
Senator Ixotrrn. Then we have here, Mr. Ehrlichman, one Strachan
and you had two Strachan meetings.
Mr. EHRLICIDIAN.There are only notes for one.
Senator IxoUYE. We have a Reisner meeting.
Mr. EHRLICH),rAX.No. I think that is actually the-that is the Dean
meeting, J. D. is up in the corner of it. That IS the Dean meeting on
April 13 at 3 p.m.
Senator IxoUYE. Then, we have an O'Brien meeting.
Mr. EHRLICH::IIAX.Yes.
Senator Ixorrrs, And Colson and Shapiro.
Mr. EHRLICH::IrAN.Right.
'Senator IxoUYE. And Magruder.
Mr. EHRLICIDr.....X. Correct. That is it.
Senator IxoUTE. We have no Mitchell,
Mr. EHRLICH::IfAN.X0; you have the transcription of two tapes,
Mitchell and Magruder, that are both very, very hard to read. hard to
understand because the tapes are hard to understand. Yon also have
the tal?es themselves, and they are for whatever they are worth, I do
not think YOU can make much from them.
Senator ·IxoUYE. I received these notes early this morning, Mr.
Ehrlichman, and I must confess that I find it very difficult to tinder-
stand your hieroglyphics here.
Mr. EIIRLlCH::">!AX.Sure. right.
Senator IxoUYE. So. if I~may ask you. whenever the initial "H"
appears, is that for )fr. Haldeman ? ~ ,
Mr. EFlRUCH::">IAX.Not necessarily. You would have to take it in the
context. Senator, that could also beHunt in some cases here, although
I used the double ;'H" for Hunt on occasion.
Senator IXOUTE.•TX)f is .Tohn Mitchell ?
Mr. EHRLIClDrAX. Yes. sir.
Senator IxoUYE. And .TS~r is Mngruder i
)fr. EHRLICH:\UX. Yes. sir.
Senator Ixorrra. Lor LD or LID is Lidd v?
Mr. EHHLICHM.....X. \Vel1. LID is cert ainlv Liddy. and I do not re-
call-e-ves, I have used L also for Liddy inrhe ~Llg.nlder notes.
Senator Ixorrvt. And K or EK for Krogh ? ~
')fr. EHRLtCTDfAX.I believe so. YeS. '
Senator I X081':. And CC for Colson?
)Ir. EHRLlITDL\X. Yes.
Senator 1xoUTE. Now, there is a Greek symbol. the symbol pi, who
is that?
•
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Mr. En nr.rcrrvr.vx, I would. Senator. I don't believe th.rt I would
have a great deal of info~'rlJati(JI1 011 either of those phases to assist
but I would br happy to be ava iluble.
Senator B.\I\TH. The only point I make is if we forego questions
now, it does not. imply we cannot ask you questions later.
Mr. Errnr.rcrrvr.i x. Certainly.
Senator B.\KFR. 1Ir. IYil50n handed a copy of the Conzressiona l
Record dealing with income tax during the Kennedy and Xixon ad-
ministrations. Was it vour "ish that that be examined bv the com-
mittee or made part of the record or what was the purpose of that?
Mr. IVILsnx I just thought it would be made part of the record but.
in effect, you "ant to ask any questions about it, make any statements,
it is a very long statement. Very long colloquy ~rather.
Senator B,\KER ..And it is vour contention it, relates to the testimonv
of the witness. :\Ir. Ehrlichman. in response to queries put largely
by Senator :\IontoHI. on the examination of income tax: returns !
Mr. WIL50X. That is the purpose of it. sir.
Senator BAKER. ?lIr. Chairman, if there is no objection I would
like to see the document identified for the record and accepted for
that purpose.
. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Envrx. The document will be identified for the record and
received as an exhibit.
[The document referred to "Wasmarked exhibit Xo.10;5.*]
Senator ERVIX.Senator Inouve.
Senator IxoUYE. Thank you, -;\11'. Chairman.
Mr. Ehrlichman, may we now study your April 13~ 1973, C.C. and
Shapiro interview note?
Mr. EHRLlcrDL\N. Yes, sir. Iwill get my copy.
All right, sir. '
Senator Ixotrrn. Will you please proceed, sir. On the first line,
executive privilege, I believe it says.
Mr. EHRLICIDL\.X. Yes. This-I should say that this meeting was
held primarily at Mr. Colson's request at the end of the day on the
13th of April, The first thing that he said "as that he- had some--
some suggestions and points of view that he would like to have COD-
veyed to the President and that was the purpose of the--the purpose.
of the meet inz, but I also conceived of it as some opportunity to
develop additional information because I was in the course of this
inquiry. That first. line refers to R. K. being Richard Kleindienst to
the Congress nbout executi ve pri vilege and he simply noted that it has
the Hill up in arms.
Senator IX01::'TE. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. EHRLICI-DL\X. Then he said that Mr. Hunt at ~ p.m., on the
corninrr ~rolldav would once nznin be testifvinz both from the stand-
point of hearsnv and firsthand. HE' said his' sources were both within
the Government and ~Ir. Bitt mun. )Ir. Hunts attorney. that he would
testify that. funds had trnnl('{"l-- . ,
Senator L\,O("TE. 'What funds n re Wt' tn lkirur about ?
)fr. EJIIH.ICIDL\X. "\Yrll. we art' talking- nboutt hese funds for the
defendants in the criminal (';15t'. t hnr ftind from P:nkinson aacl-
tranlecl from P:ukinsoll a1ld O'Briel\ to Hunt to the CUb,1Il5 and tm
·See p. 2978.
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other occasions from O'Brien to Hunt to )frs. Hunt. and I have clown
the S\l1ll of SlO,f)r)f) ill the latter-in the latter cate~()ry. He said all of
this transmittal of funds information will be com in.:; out.
Then he sn irl with relation to :\1r. )[cCorcl. as I reca ll the setting of
this was that :'I[cCorcl "as coming up with all sorts of wild stories. His
later story was that Hunt and jIcCor(1. and he didn't; know whether
Liddy has been involved in this or not, iHls made a trip to Las Vegas.
They landed, They had an airplane standing by. They were going to
break into the safe of Hank Greenspun who was a publisher in Las
Vegas and that McCord was sayinz that this was a maneuver master-
minded by Charles Colson. :3Ir:Cofson vehemently denied that be had
any knowledge or acquaintanceship with such a maneuver or that he
had anything to do with it, and he cited this simply as an example. of
the far out kind of allegations that jicCord "as making at that time.
I said, 'well, where does such a thing all fit in this whole-s-in this whole
Watergate business and he said, well, I don't think that it does fit and.
::\IcCord said that it was some kind of a Howard Hughes operation
allegedly. .
}."ow this, Senator, I hasten to point out, is kind of hearsay and I
do not 'assert the truth of any of this, but I am simply describing what
Mr. Colson was describing as ~Ir. )IcCord's rather extreme charges at
that point.
Then he went on to tell another version of the inception of Water-
gate which he termed ;'Liclch- hearsav" which was to the effect that
Howard Hunt opposed the \'\atergate break-in, the second break-in,
that Hunt characterized it as stupid, that Liddy told Hunt that it
could not be called off, that _JIr. Mitchell had ordered it and that it
must go ahead,
Now here ag-ain, Senator, I do not vouch for any of the reliability of
that but that is simply hearsay second- or third-hand.
Mr. Colson said he was also picking up the rumor that Mr. :\Iitchell
had a "blood oath" to Mr. Liddy that there would be a Presidential
pardon for ~Ir. Liddy.
He said that he tllought that there was a possibility of Liddy cor-
roborating McCord-pardon me, of Hunt. corroborating :\.IcCord and
you would have a. situation of two people ,testifying to hearsay, so-
caned double hearsay. He then reported to me on information that they
were hearing and -again this is in the rumor stage. about two grand
juries who were investigating :\[r. :\Iitchell. In addition to the. New
York grand jury look-ing into the Vesco matter. that there "as n sec-
ond grand jury in Washington. D.C .. which \,::IS looking into money
which passed from a man named Klein to JIr. Mitchell in considera-
tion of Government contracts for Klein.
:Mr. Hrrxur.sv. Excuse me. :\[1'. Chairman. I do feel I must break in.
I discussed this with Mr. Hunt's and ~Ir. JIitchell's attorney and note
for the record in response to u question. Jfr. Eh rlichrna.n h:1Snow men-
tioned the Vesco grand jury in Xew York. he is touching upon another
matter that is completely unrelated to this hC':1ring and I would urge
thfl chairmall to rule at this time, that there shon1d not. be anv more
eviclenee htken :loout this April L~meeting. .
Senator ERnx. This eommittee ag-Tl'€cl at the. start as I \lnde~""tand
it, ·at leasta2:rt:ed when :\[1'. :\[itcheli \,as here :1I1d'also "hen :\[r. Stans
\\":18heI"C.tli:lt we could not. gO into the '-eseo maHer. \\llile the com-
mitt.ee undoubtedly has aurllority to inn'st.ig:lte a.ll c~unp<...ign contri-
~-...--~---- .._------ --. - .. - .'--- - --. - - - __ Ok _
---.- -_ - o_
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butions, the committee unanimously felt that out of Fairness to Secre-
tary Stalls and ~[r. ~[jtchell aud ill "jew of the fact that there was an
indictment pending about this, that we ought to refrain from going
into it. I would, therefore, request that you omit ~lIly statement in re-
gard to the Vesco matter .
. Senator BA1U:H. ~Ir. Chairman, mav I say that I entirely n;rree with
you. It really is probably not a matter of law but a sense "of fair play
that would indicate when there is a,criminal case pending, when there
1:; an indictment, when there is a trial impeneling, that not only the
witness who may be the named defendant in this case ought not to have
to testify on that subject, but I think other witnesses should be cau-
tioned to avoid it as well. I think the statement is well taken and I
commend you for urging that precaution in the interest of fairness.
Thank you very much.
Senator ERVIX. Arid without objection, the committee will strike
from the record any testimony thus far given in reference to the
Yesco matter.
)[r. EHRLICH::\LIS. :.'Ilr. Chairman. I might say for myself, I do not
feel comfortable about perviewing second- and third-hand hearsay
and a great deal of this I cannot, I cannot assert to be true but it is
simply my notes of a meeting and what someone else asserted to me.
• . Senator ERVIX. Yes. I think it is unfortunate that all those of us
who interrogated witnesses do not confine our questions to elicit from
the witness what he has personal knowledge of or in reference to
statements made by parties involved with him. But unfortunately,
it seems impossible to enforce that kind of a rule in congressional
hearings.
Mr. "EHRLICH::\fA::--<. If I may skip: then, down to the name Mardian,
toward the bottom of that page--
Senator Jxorrvs. ~lr. Chairman, in view of the possibility that the
rest of this interview might inadvertently touch upon the Vesco trial,
I would like to forego any inquiry at this time and go into something
else .
..Mr. ERRLICH::\L\X. Senator, could I put something in perspective on
the last page of these notes? Somehow or other these notes have r>..p-
neared in the press and there are a number of adjectives which have
been speculated in the press very unfairly to ~rr. ::'IitcheJ1. and I wish,
if I may, simply to make clear that. these six or seven references to
::\11'.Mitchell on the last page were ::'11'. Shapiro'S secondhand charac-
terization and did not in any way constitute an evaluat ion either by
1.1r. Colson or me of ::'fr. Mitchell, either as an individual or as a poten-
tial witness, and I am afraid some verv cruel inferences havo been
derived from this last. page that are tot,~lly unjustified and unfair.
Senator Envrx. Thank vou. "
Senator Ixo1JIT. :\11".Ehrlichman. in the last few minutes remaining-
I have a, few quest ions here which mn v be a bit rcperit ious but just for
the record, sir, did the President eve r ask in vour presence prior to
)[arch of this vear for information on oxactlv how the \~:ltergn.te
brca 1;:-in carne about 1 "~
)[1". EHTILIC1DL\X. Yes. sir. In this sense. that on repented occasions
the President asked that a complete and c1etlnih,E' statement of the
whole Watergate matter, how it. ,\:1:S planned, how it was executed,
-,
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95---(2681) IRS cover sheet dated April H)73 entitled "Statisttcs-e-
Requests for Inspection of Income Tax Returns or Data.
From Returns by Federal Agencies for the 6-:'10nth Period
Julv l+De cernber 31, 1972". with attachment _
97-(2713) Memo randum for the record of Gen. Vernon A. Walters
(CIA) dated July 6. 1972, re: :'>reeting with Acting FBI
Director L. Patrick Gray at I(JO.') hours on July 6, concerningWatergate matter _
98-(2730) Ehr lichrnan's handwritten notes re: His investigation
into Watergate affair _
9~(2HS) Ehrlichmari/Kleindienst. taped telephone conversat.ion ,
100-(2773) Notes of mee ti n g with Herb Kalmbach, April 6, 1973,
in San Clemente. Calif', _
No. 101-(27S6) Memorandum for the record of Gen. Vernon A. Walters
(CLl,) dated June 28, 1972. re : Walters and Helms meetings
with Ehrlichman and Haldeman on June 23, 1972, at 1300,
in Ehrlichmau's office at the White House _
No. 102-(2786) Ehrlichman taped telephone conversation wit.h Pat
Gray, "larch 7 or 8, 1973; also taped telephone conversation
with John Dean immediately following Gray conversation ,
No. 103-(2786) Ehrlichman taped telephone conversation with Pat
Gray.(Ko date shown.) _
No. 104-(2796) Letter from Robert W. Barker to Senator Ervin con-
cerning "Million Dollar Secret Fund" allegation, withattachments _
No.i04A-(2796) Letter to Vice Chairman Howard H. Baker, Jr., from
Robert 'V. Barker, dated August 3, 1973, with at tachments ,
No. 105- (2S00) Congressional Record insert (page" S5911-S5924) r e :
"Practice by Executive Branch of Examining Individual TaxReturns" _
No. 106-(2813) White House." Eyes Onlv" memorandum dated October 2.
1972, from John Ehrlichmsn to John Dean re: Herbert
Kalmbach written retainer arrangement enclosing hand-
written draft letter _
No. 107-·(2815) Ehrlichman taped telephone conversation with ClarkMac Gregor _
No. 10S~(2827) Ehrlichman taped telephone conversation with KenClawson _
No. 10~(282S) Ehrlichman taped telephone conversation with Charles
Colson on Aprill7, 1973. _
No. 109A-(2906) Sworn statement of Bernard Fensterwald, Jr. _
NOTE.-Flgurell In parentheses indicate page that exhlbit was officially made part.
of the record.
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There were other discussions that week in wh ich H:tldcrlJ:111 and
Ehrlichrnan talked a~)Ollt pinning this entire mut tr:1' nit ~ritr:l!l'll. I
Iistcncd \\ 1[11some interest because I did not [I:d r h.rt t lre v wnu lr] .'illt:-
cced at this and I felt that also they -vould hn vc to 1)(: th;lll\ill~ .ibour
how to handle the covo rup activities and felt tlHlt I would undoubt-
edly be the targ"t for them to pin en;ryt11in!:r w it h n·!!:tnl to the
coverup on. As Haldemnu and Ehrlichman lwgan to discuss more
about getting ~Iitchell to take the Lla me for aut horizinc this plan in
the first instance, I b(>~an to increase my conversations with tlie prose-
cutors about the cove rup. The more I told the prosecutors ubout the
coverup the more interested they became in it. At this time. Haldeman
and Ehrlichrnan were stil1 unaware of my direct dealings with the
prosecutors.
On Friday, April 13, Fred La Rue came to my office to see me. Before
he arrived in my office I again contacted my attorney to advise him
that T a.Rue wanted to see me and I asked what I should do. He again
said he. thought I ought to meet with La.Rue, not to get into testi-
menial areas, but to make a memorandum of the meeting. I have sub-
mitted a copy of that memorandum to the committee.
[The document referred to was marked exhibit X o. 3-:t--:!6.*]
Mr. DE-I.x. ,\Yhen La Rue and I met, La Rue told me that he thought
he was going to be called before the grand jury shortly and he wanted
to know what I was going to do if I was called. I tolel him I ,\-,,5 going
to tell the truth. I told him I did not believe we should talk about.
testimony because We could be asked that ,·ery question in and of
itself before the grand jury. La Rue said. ';Let me just ask one ques-
tion." He asked me if I had made any decisions on the money and I
told him that I had not but Thad merclv passed messages along and
returned messages. He said that he had assumed that to be the case
and asked me ];ow I was going to handle the persons above me who
were involved. I told him arrain that I was sroinz to withhold nothinz
from the grand jury and if asked I would respond. -
:_Hr.LaRue also said that he needed some legal advice and I.:mg-
gestcd that rather th:tn gettin!!" it from me that he onght to !!"et inde-
e j)endent counsel. I liked Fred La Rlle ycry much n.ncf felt n~ITsorry
for him realizing that this probably "mild be the last cOlwersation
we would hu.,'e for some time and that he was in the middle of this
matter not neceS-.::;arih' bv his own choice but bv the circnmstance:; he
fonnel himself in at'the' time. • .
The strategy" that \\:1S now' de\"eloping w"as u. partial nnconring of
the Co\'ernp; that is. to get ~Iitchell to step forw:trd, On Frichy.
_\pril 1:3. I went to Ehrlichman's office w'ht>re Ehl'lichman and Halde-
mnn were present and discltssin!!" a J1weting that they had just had
with Colson and his attorncy. :\f1'. Shapiro,
Thev informed me that Colson hnd de\-eloped a phn to deal with
the matter and that was that :\fitrlwl1 should 1)(' smoked ont. Ehl'lich-
mall said that Colson hncl concluded that OO,-iollSh' ~rirchell 11n.d
signrtl olt on this martel' :1no he :::hOllld take respons'ioility for it to
end this thing. Ehl'lichrnfln :1lso :-flid th:1t Colson had :';nnw othe!' ideas
illClndill!! th~ f:lct. th!lt tIll' 01':1'- lll';lrin~ had bren \'l'l'Y d;lrn:l!!"!n!!"
to me pttblicly :tne! I should cei't:1inly not (;lkl' any pos'ition mit ii,
·S~e p, 1311,
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front xlenling with the Ervin committee hearings because of this, I'L' mirrht :l/]d tl.lllt ,Ehrlichmar; and Haldeman were 1!1(~stc-ynicalyhout
CoIs0I1 s sugucsuons and said to me that he was really scrambling to
protect himself .
.\_fter discussing the Colson plan they told me that Mitchell would
be coming down to talk about this entire matter. There was some dis-
cussion as to how to smoke ~Iitchell out. Bv the week's end it had
been decided that the President would meet with ~Iitchell and ask
him about his knowledge and hopefully the President would be able
to get ~\Iitchell to come forward, I told them I doubted very seriously
if :\Iitchell would say anything to anyone about this matter. While
these discussions were going on, the President called Ehrlichman
and they had a brief discussion about the matter, I also recall that at
one point in the conversation Ehrlichman said that "He's right here,"
referring to me, .
On Saturday, April 14, I requested my attorney, }Ir, Shaffer, to
come to my office, I told him that :\Iitchell was coming down to meet
with the President and that there was going to be an effort to smoke
him out. I asked him if he had anv ideas as Ehrlichman and Halde-
man had asked me if I had any ideas. :\Ir. Shaffer gave me a former
prosecutor's answer that what }Iitchell needs is a. good cross-
examination, .
I told him I did not think that that was possible by the President
because the President was not the cross-examining type. He also made
a couple of other suggestions which would have resulted in the Presi-
dent having to appear before the grand jury ifhe got any admissions
from Mr. Mitchell. I passed these suggestions along subsequently to
Ehrlichman and Haldeman but they were not viable suggestions. '
Mr. Shaffer and I then sat down and began reviewing all the facts
that I had related to him, I told him I wanted his opinion based on
conversations with the prosecutors and his own knowledze of the
criminal law as to who had problems and who could 00 ,indicted and
who were the targets of the grand jury, :\11'.Shaffer and I discussed
this for awhile and then I prepared a list of who was likely to be
indicted as the investigation proceeded. . .
I hnd zuests for lunch and it was after lunch that I met with Dick
Moore. I had the list in front of me and I thought that I would s€e
what Moore's reaction to it was because I was planning to take it to
Ehrbichman and Haldeman later. I showed the list to Dick )1001'e and
told him it had been prepared based on conversations with my attorney
and his knowledge of the involvement of various persons, .
I told him that I· felt that everybody on this list was a potential
subject of an indictment. -wnen I showed Moore the list he was quite
upset. He said that if indeed that occurred it would be a tremendous'
tragedy to the country. He was shaken bv the list and the ser-iousness
with which I discussed it with him. but I "as verv serious in mv desire
to stop the covcrup with Eln-l ichrnnn and Haldeman so I was appre-
ciative for Moore's reaction. I have submitted a copy of the document
I prepared to the committee.
[The document referred to was marked exhibit :N"o. 3-l-t T, *]
:.\11'.DL\);. Later that afternoon I went to Ehrlichman's office where
Ehrlichman and Haldeman W(,1"(, discussing ),ritchell's visit. I learned
..
·S~e p, 1312.
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35. On April 13, 1973, the day Hagruder began meeting with the
prosecutors, Lawrence Higby, staff assistant to Haldeman, had two
telephone conversations with Hagruder which were taped without
Magruder's knowledge. Higby asked ~agruder whether his testimony
was going to be damaging to Strachan and Haldeman. Hagruder said
it would damage Strachan but he had not talked to Haldeman about the
Watergate until long after. Hig9Y told ~1agruder that it wasn't in his
long or short term interest to blame the White House. On April 14, 1973
Ehrlichman and Haldeman reported these conversations to the President.
Ehrlichman told the President that Higby had handled }1agruder so well that
Hagruder had closed all his doors now with this tape; that the tape would
beat the socks off Magruder if he ever got off"the reservation.
35.1 Jeb Magruder testimony, 2 sse 808, 851.
35.2 Tape recording of conversation between Jcb Magruder
and Lawrence Higby, April 13, 1973 (received from
SSe), and House Judiciary Committee transcript
thereof, 9-10, 12-13, 14-16, 21.
35.3 White House edited transcript of conversation among
the President, H.R. Ha1d~~an and John Ehr1ichman,
April 14, 1973, 8:55 - 11:30 a.m., 7-9.
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~Ir. DASH.And Mr. Haldeman knew that then. did he not?
)1r. :\L\GRUDER.I cannot recall in my meeting with him in January
whether-yes, I am sure I did discuss those meetings, yes.
Mr. DASH. So the attempt to get together and agree on that meet-
ing was an attempt to get together and agree on at least from your
point of view, would be the full story ~
'Mr. :\fAGRUDEP..That is correct, )1r. Haldeman recommended that
Mr. Dean and )1r. Mitchell and I meet, which we did that afternoon.
Mr. DASH. 'That was the result of that meeting?
)11". :\hGRUDER.I realize that )1r. Dean had different opinions then
as to what he would do probably, and so then my-I thought that
probably it was more appropriate that even on that ::.\10nday that I
get. separate counsel so that I could get advice independent of the
indi viduals who had participated with me in these activities.
)1r. DASH. In other words, you really could not agree at the meet-
ing with )1r. ')Iitchell and Mr. Dean.
Mr. )L-I.GRUDER.'Yell, it was cooperative.
Mr. DASH. What "as )1r. Dean's position ~
Mr. )L\GRUDER.He would not indicate a position.
·Mr. DASH. All right. Did there come' a time when you _did get
independent counsel?
Mr. MAGRUDER.Yes, Mr. Parkinson, who was counsel of the com-
mittee, recommended )fr. Bierbower and on that Saturday I went
to meet him, he was out ofthe country.sand Tmet him and we agreed,
he agreed to be my counsel that Saturday evening.
Mr. DASH. Did there come a time when you decided that you should
go to the U.S. attorney's office?
Mr. )IAGRUDER.Yes, that is correct.
Mr. DASH. 'Vhen did vou go to the U.S. attorney's officei
Mr. MAGRUDER.,Ye. agreed, they discussed the things with the U.S.
ttorney, I think on April 12 and I saw them informally on April 13
and saw them formally on Apri l Ll on Saturday, April 14.
)fr. DASH. At that time did you tell everything to the assistant U.S.
attornevs i
1\1r. ::\[AGRUDER.Yes, I cooperated.
Mr. D,\SH. 'Vho did YOU meet with?
~rr. ~IAGRrnER.~Ir:Silbert, :Mr. Glanzer, and xr-. Campbell.
G~fr .. DASH. Did you tell them everything you are now telling thismruittee j~Ir. ~L\GRLDER.Yes.
~Ir. DASH.Did YOU have a meeting afterward with ~Ir. Ehrlichman?
)[r. ::\L\GRUDER:Yes. ~[r. Ehrlichman called while I was with the
F.S. attornevs and asked me would I come 0\'81' and talk to him about
the case. 'Ye'talked to the F.S. attorneys and they agreed as a courtesy
that we should and ~Ir. Bierbower and the other attorney with )[1'.
Bie rbower and I went to SCI' ~Ir. Elulichrnan that afternoon.
~[r. D.\sH. Then. according: to that meeting: that YOU had with )[1'.
Ehrlicluna n, what happened'! ,~
~[r. ~LUI:rDER. 'Ye told him in rather capsule form basically what I
told vou this morninz.
~ri·.Dxsn. All right.
Now, I hn vo just two final questions. I want to go back to the time
when you came back from Cali fornin to ""ashington, putting you back
[3291]
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Mr. ~L\GRUDER.Now, you have to remember that the on!.\" person
that I know of who sent :\1[". Hunt to work for :\lr. LIddy was
)1r. Howard who worked for ~lr. Colson so that someone like Clark
)1acGrcgor would have no knowledge of :\11'. Hunt, either. I think
)11'. MacGregor, as an example, was completely in the dark throughout
the entire campaign and probably today is glad that he was.
[Laughter.]
Senator )[OXTOYA.Now, how many times would you say you talked
to him? You haven't answered that question.
Mr. )1AGRUDER.I am sorry, talked to---
Senator )1oXTOYA.To :\11'.Haldeman about the 1Yatergate.
:\11'.)L\Gr:LDER.I talked to him the day after the bl-eak-in on Sunday,
I talked to him in .January-c-now, about the true facts about the 'Yater-
gate only in January. We talked during the campaign a number of
times, not very often about the public relations aspects but not about
how it happened, of how we were going to counteract the press activity
that was occurring during the campaIgn, quite a different story, and
you did not have to be in volved in the break-in to try to handle it.
Senator MOXTOYA.You mean you could handle it, publicity wise, if
you didn't know the details?
:.\11'.)lAGR'GDER.Yes, sir, I know many people did handle it who did
not know the details. -
Senator 11oXTOYA.Then you had an April meeting from which you
emerged and went down to the CRP and told, I think, :.\11'.Porter that
the secrecy was out and now you could divulge everything?
Mr, )L-\GRUDER.That is correct.
Senator MOKTOY.-\.You told Mr. Porter that, didn't you?
)1r. MAGRUDER.Yes, sir.
Senator :\loXTOY.\.Now, who participated at this 1Vhite House meet-
ng in April when this decision was made or communicated to you?
)Ir. :\1AGRUDER.Let me move back. .
On the 'Vednesday before. I think it was a 'Yednesclay, I called :.\11'.
Haldeman's office, I think this conversation is taped and I talked to
)1r. Higbe who was his assistant and I said, ;'Larry, I have, as you
know, specific problems and it is very difficult for me to continue my
position on this matter. Could you ask Bob if there are any instructions
that I should have that would be beneficial to me?"
I was basically asking for guidance from )[1'. Haldeman. )Ir.Higby
came back to me and said, "Ye.s, Bob can't talk to you but he wants
yon to know that the President wants vou to tell the truth." and "or
he wants yon to tell the truth," I am" not sure whether it 'was the
,-_~~sident 01' he, ;;and that you should take the advice of your lawyers."
hen, on Thursdav and Friday mv lawvers dealt with the U.S.
attorney's office. On Saturday I met ~vith {he l7.S. attorneys in the
morning and tht-ouzh the afternoon. Jfr. Ehrlichman called my at-
torney's office and ,lsked me if I would come to his office. The ·r.s.
attorneys and my attorneys ngreed that that would be appropriate
as a courtesy. ,Yo went. my two attorneys and myself went to :'\1r.
Elu-lichrnan's office and. in ctlcct , g.n·e hirn u capsule version of what I
han' discussed today. :,\1)"understanding is that he taped that con-
vcrsat.ion also.
Senator J[f):-\TOY.\. Xow. who called YOU nt the- r.s. attorney's
officc.Xl 1'. Haldeman 01· ~[r. Elu-lichninn? .
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FEM..tU.E
VOICE:
HIGBY:
FEMALE
VOICE:
HIGBY:
FEMALE
VOICE:
HIGBY:
FEMALE
VOICE:
HIGBY:
HIGBY:
"to1l\GRUDER:
HIGBY:
35.2 Transcript of Magruder/
Higby conversation
TRANSCRIPT PREPARED BY 'nrE IHPEACHNENT INQ[JIRY
STAFF FOR THE HOUSE JUDICIARY CO~frITTTEE OF A
RECORDING OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS BEn.c:EN
JEB j'JAGRUDER AND LA'iiIU::::-:rCEEICIW ON APRIL 13, 1973.
No. He's not here. I don't know when he'll be in.
Can I have him call?
~n, has he been in today?
No. Not at all.
I see. He's at home probably.
Probably, we haven't even heard.
Okay. Thank you.
.,
Okay.
Bye.
* * *
Hi.
Hello.
HOt.: are you?
[3294]
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
NAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
t-1AGRUDER:
All right.
Say, I wanted to call you. I've just picked up a
story here that really bugs the shit out of me.
Ehrlicr~an just called down here and says that he's
received word that you have talked to two reporters
and given the story out with regard to Watergate,
That bullshitter.
t~at said that you had talked to them and in the story,
.you mention the fact that you'd talked to Haldeman re-
garding the bugging in general and the Watergate
specifically.
I don't know what he's talking about.
Also said, uh, that
Larry -- Look [unintelligible]. Larry,
Hitchell had no knowledge of the lvatergate
Larry,
or control over the Committee.
stop the bullshit. I'm not going to fool around.
I didn't talk to any reporter.s. NO\y that's
ridiculous.
-2-
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HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l-1AGRUDER:
HIGBY:
Really?
God damn it!
Well I can't believe it because I can't understand
what the hell kind of a game you'd be playing in
trying something like that.
Damn it Larry. No, I told you the other night. Didn't
I? Now what do you guys have to have? A God damn
television set?
Well you told me the other night --
I told you the other night, I was going to do what
my lawyers told me to do.
That's right and I can't believe they would --
c
[Unintelligible] my lawyers aren't going to tell me
tell me to go tell two stupid reporters. Now Jesus
Christ, would you guys start thinking!
Well, that's why I wan ted to call you, Jeb . I
couldn't believe it.
Well, it's just ridiculous.
Is somebody trying to screw you here?
-3-
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MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l-lAGRUDER:
I don't -- Who the shit cares anymore? You know?
I mean this is just ridiculous. I don't know who
thinks anybody's kidding an-- who anymore. I mean
that kind of crap. Jesus Christ. I mean that just
makes me sick, Larry.
It makes me sick too because I can't see what possible
gain you would have (1) by talking to the press in
general
Yeah.
and by (2) giving them any kind of a story like that.
First of all [unintelligible] wrong.
But I, uh, I wouldn't even have said, said anything like
had, had Ehrlichman not hit me directly on that. He was
trying to reach Haldeman, Haldeman was in \vith the
President. And I said uh , I said, "What's the probLem
John?" And he went through this thing. And I just
about dropped my drawers.
Well Larry, look, you know, the ga~e is over on this whole
thing and I am certainly not going to go and tell a reporter
or two reporters and if I do, I'm not going to tell them
a story that's absolutely ridiculous.
-4-
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HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l-IAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
In other words, you haven't talked to any reporters.
I haven't talked to any reporters. I haven't talked to
reporters on this story since, you know, who knows when,
as far as any substance is concerned. You know, that's,
you know there's no reason to do that Larry.
I couldn't believe that.
Now there's no reason. But, uh the worst place would
be to tell reporters. You don't tell reporters. McCord
-may -- that's his problem. Shit. Secondly, I wouldn't
tell them an incorrect story.
Did you talk to Haldeman?
Well other th--th--th-- not only did I talk that
is minor. Uh, I mayor may not have talked to Haldeman,
right? But I certainly wouldn't tell him the story that
what -- Mitchell was not involved?
Uh, the, the quote was out of the story, that, uh John
just had it cold, which I couldn't believe. He said that,
that you, you, told the-- these two guys it-- He wasn't
sure if it was one interview or two that first of all you
had no knowledge , that Hitchell had no knowIedge of Hater-
gate, or he had no control over the, and he had no control
-5.,...
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MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
over the Committee.
Jesus Christ. That's just ridiculous. That isn't
even, you know -- What, does Ehrlichman need his
head examined?
Well I don't think John -- no, John wouldn't, wouldn't
jump to conclusions on something like that. He must
have got it somewhere that was factual.
He maybe got it from somewhere. I don't -- Yeah, I've
done so much junk on this that I can't believe it. I've
told you. I told you the other night. I asked you if,
if there was any direction I should get from, from Bob.
[Unintelligible] and the direction was: do, do exactly
what your lawyers tell you to.
"That's what exactly what I'm going to do.
And then you said you were going to go up and see Mitchell.
And I thought Jesus Christ, maybe Mitchell told you some-
thing, and, and this was the result of that.
No. No, Mitchell didn't tell me anything at all. ~fitchell
had told me something, yes. But that had nothing to do
with -- [draws breath] I mean Nitchell has his own desires
in this case as you know which may be in con-- conflict
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now with mine. I don't know.
Oh, really?
Well, yeah. Very well may be in conflict with mine.
Does he, what does he -- What position's he on now?
Still the same one?
Yeah, I mean I don't, uh --
Stonewall it?
That's right. I don't see that I can st.onewaLl,it,
Larry, probably.
Yeah.
My lawyers don't and I doubt if I can.
Yeah.
I think I is going to be in Lewisberg quite soon Larry.
Who is?
I am.
Oh, I
Oh [Laughs] Larry, I mean you know.
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Well the thing I couldn't understand --
[Unintelligible] fool around. This fooling around.
I'm not talking about published stories. I'm probably
going to jail, Larry. God damn it.
Of all the, of all the, the guys to turn on though, Bob
I just couldn't believe it. 'Cause, uh, you know,
Bob has been the guy that has brought you here and, and
Do you think I would turn on Bob?
I honestly didn't. That's why I couldn't believe this
story. And I told Ehrlichman I thought it was, you know he's
probably got a crock of shit here. And he said, well,
'~ould you please get this to Bob. Bob's still in with
the President." But I wan ted to get the damn thing to
you to find out what the story was ,
All right. But, I mean the fact is that, that if I have
to discuss the case, I will discuss it only with the proper
authority and obviously, if I do discuss the case, and
have to get to that point, I'm going to have to tell them
the facts. I'm not going to lie any more.
Yeah.
I've committed perjury so many times now that I'm, uh,
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you know, I'm uh, I've got probably a hundred years
on perjury alone.
Well, I just couldn't believe you'd go around telling --
I would not tell reporters. If I tell the story, I
will tell it to the proper authorities, which is not
the Senate. I would tell it to the appropriate U. S.
Attorney's Office. Uh, and I would tell it as, as I
know it, and I would tell all the truth fully and com-
pletely.
Well, I just couldn't see why, where you would have
anything to gain for yourself by turning on the White
House or by, uh, turning on Bob.
Larry, you've got to realize, I'm not going to turn on
anybody. I probably, if I have to, will tell the story.
If I do. I haven't decided yet if I will.
Well, if you tell the story, I don't think Haldeman has
anything to worry about.
[Unintelligible] nothing to worry about. Now you, you --
'Cause you never discussed this God damned thing with
him.
Larry, there's no problem. Now you've got one guy who,
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uh, maybe has a problem. You know that.
Who?
Your friend. My friend. If I ever have to.
Who? Gordon?
Gordon, of course.
Yeah.
But that's, that's life. I mean, you know, we've
ruined every half -- you know. You know.
Hm.
Our lives are all ruined right now anyway. You know,
most of ours. Mine is certainly and so will many others
before this is over. I think we ought to realize that.
Well, the thing that bothered me is by, by, if, if some-
thing like this had come out, obviously I'm worried
about Bob, but,
Course you are. You should be.
but that just put,
\olell--
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but that just puts it right at the President.
I would not, under any circumstance, discuss anything
with anyone outside of my lawyers and the U. S. Attorney's
Office, number one. All right?
He -- and you didn't do that.
I have not talked to any reporters. I did not discuss
that
Ehrlichman was so God damned sure about it.
Well you tell Ehrlichman to go to hell. For me.
I mean, you just tell him. I'm tired of this bullshit.
You know, we're not playing games anymore. I is going
to go to jail, Larry. You know, I mean there's no
question about it: I'm going to jail. The question
is for how long, is all the question is now.
Are you at home now?
No, I'm here at the attorney's office.
Well, okay. I wanted to get it to you and I'm just
going to, I'm going to, I'm going to lob in our
conversation in the notes I've made here, uh, along
with this Ehrlichman thing,· 'cause (1) either Ehrlich-
man's guy is full of shit, or you are.
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Well, huh, I guarantee you when the facts are known, you
will find I talked to no one.
Really?
Except my lawyers.
Huh.
I've talked to no one else yet and I have not decided whether
I will talk to the U.s. Attorney's Office. If I do, --
Huh.
Uh, I'm sure they will get all the facts, as I know them.
They will have
those facts.
Bob. Haldeman will have no problem with
Huh.
John Hitchell will. John Dean will. And Gordon will,
probably.
Well, my friend, if there's anything I can do, let me
know.
As I told you, I'm still with everybody. The, the thi~g
is that, uh, you know, I am facing between a hundred,
hundred and twenty-five year sentence.
Jesus Chris t.
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At uh -- Now obviously, I'm not going to do that, I mean
serve that, but, uh, uh, uh -- Isighs]
Well your best thing I wouLd guess is has to -- I mean
you, you can't screw this place in the process of doing
that,
I, I --
for long term or short term.
No, I can't. Larry, I'm probably going to have to ~-
I don't know what I'm going to do. I can't, I can't
lie any more.
Yeah.
I cannot lie any more. I've lied --
"
Yeah.
been to the Grand Jury. I've protected John Mitchell.
I've protected the President
Yeah.
when it was important. Uh , the story is going to come
out. I have to do what I have to do now to protect
whatever I can, and I --
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Did, is somebody else talked to the press or something,
Jeb? Vh, when you say the story is going to come out,
I just --
I, I'm sure -- Hell, I can't -- I don't know who could
talk to the press about that.
I see.
Uh, I mean, maybe somebody has. I don't know . Uh , the
.number of players in this game and the number of uh,
people who are talking now are, is, is enormous. I
mean, half the \fuite House staff has been down to the
Grand Jury.
l.Jell,you know, I've been on the periphery of this God
damned thing and it -- to my know Ledge you never did
e talk to Haldeman about any of this kind of bullshit.
,
Well I did talk to him one time long after it was over.
Yeah, I mean before it was started.
Of course not. Jesus Christ, no! The only person I ever
dealt with was Gordon. You know --
Yeah.
that, Larry. I never talked to you about it.
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I know that.
I talked to Gordon, is all I talked to.
Did, did Gordon ever relay to you any instructions from
HaLderaanon it?
Nope.
He didn't.
. He, he, he did in he never relayed --
He never said to you anything like, uh, "Haldeman says
to go ahead with t.heibu ggLng ;" or any of that kind of
bullshit?
No, No.
" Huh.
He indicated to me --
Well you told me once that was the case.
No, weLl,let me tell you what he did indicate as best
I can recollect, and, it's hard to recollect exactly
what happened. He did indicate to me that, uh, uh,
that, you kriow, how do .you put it, that it was , uh ,
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not approved or anything like that, but that, that
they, he, Gordon, had heard or did not have any
disagreement with it, or something to that effect.
I see.
No indication that Bob had ever seen anything --
Or the President?
Shit no. Nothing at all. Look, Larry, there is no
way, in anything I will ever say that will im-- impli-
cate the President of the United States in anything.
Yeah. Well, I'm going knock the shit out of this
story
and Ehrlichman.
you know, I mean, you know these stupid sons-of-
bitches are sitting there, uh, you know, and
You might want to, you might want to keep your ears
open and have your people because this story must
be floating around if John's picked it up.
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Look, you know damn well that there's a rumor
that they're going to dump everything on me. Ydu
know that Larry.
No I don't.
Hell, the rumor's allover town on that basis.
That Magruder is the pigeon and he's going to take
it-- all the gas.
Well,
Damn it.
Okay.
And I'm sure that there's all sorts of people that
are going to, would love to dump it on me and I
understand that. I understand that I am the easiest
one right now to dump it on. But I tell you right
now that the President will never be implicated, when
I tell, if I tell the truth, and I will tell the
truth if I talk. Obviously, I'm not going to re-
perjure myself Larry.
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Yeah, yeah.
I mean, I can't go down and lie.
Okay my friend.
But, uh --
I just wanted to give this to you.
[unintelligible] the problem with me --
Well, Bob doesn't know about this yet.
Well he doesn't have any problem because there isn't
any problem. Other people will have a problem that
I'm afraid like I have to face, they are going to
have to face.
Yeah.
I'm sorry, but we are going to have to face it.
Okay.
And you, you know , you guys ought to realize that,
uh --
Has Mitchell given you any advice?
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Yes.
What's he, what's he want you to -- or do you not want
to get into it?
I can get into it but I haven't talked to Mitchell yet.
When I make my decision
Oh, didn't you go up and see him?
No.
I thought you went up to see him.
I was going to, but I decided since I hadn't made my
decision
You know, after you and I talked.
Yeah. But I hadn't made my decision, Larry. I just
said to my -- said to you, I think that, that I've got
to do now what I feel has to be done based on my, the
advice of my lawyers.
Well that's exactly what Bob feels you should do.
Bob feels -- now , if what my lawyers tell me to do is
to make a clean breast of things -- get the thing out
in the proper judicial form, by the way, not in any
press story --
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Yeah.
Uh, then I will tell John that. Of course, he will be
upset with me because I obviously will implicate John
Mitchell.
Uh hm.
Uh, and you know that Larry.
Well, I don't know that of my mID accord. I mean every- .
thing you read would indicate
would indicate that. I will implicate John Dean uh,
and I'll implicate Gordon
Hm.
to some extent. Uh--
I was going to say, if Gordon, if you just had that one
conversation then.
No we didn't. See, he got everything, Larry, from me.
Oh.
And he knows that but, I'm sure he did nothing ,vith it
by the way, it was all junk. The whole thing was a
waste of time.
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Yeah. [Draws breath] O.K.
You can guarantee Bob there is never going to be any
problem, uh, no matter wha t I say, 'cause he never had
anything to do with it as far as I know.
[Unintelligible]
And I can tell that truthfully and honestly.
V_ery good sir.
. All right. But would you knock that other thing down -_
Yeah, I'm going to, I'm -- Oh I'm going to do more than
knock it down, I'm going to shove it up somebody's rear.
You Y~Ow, uh, he isn't facing the problem I'm facing. I'm
not going to screw anybody other than --
Yeah.
what has to be done now to get this thing solved.
Yeah.
You know.
O.K. sir.
O.K. Larry.
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Yep, see you later.
O.K.
* * *
[unintelligible] anyone [unintelligible]
Yeah.
One thing you should be awar e of, I'm sure, and I
thought you all would be and, is that the standard
line our Committee is taking, that, Shumwayhas taken,
that Mitchell has taken when asked, that I have taken
when asked, anyone has taken when asked is we, at the
present time, so far, anyway, had no knowLedge of
the Hatergate.
Yeah.
And that we did not, and if asked the ques tion: liDo
we have any knowLedge of anyone else?", we' ve said not
to our knowledge.
Uh hm.
Now, what; they're trying to do whLch has been very
obvious, by the way, to me anyway, is they're trying
to get Shumway, as an example, to say) wel.L that means
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that you mean that someone else maybe had something
to do with it like, you know, X or Y or Z. They've
done that and I'm sure there's -- going to continue
to do that until it's out.
Uh hm,
Playing people off against [unintelligible]. I
think
Yeah.
that's very understandable as having happened.
Yeah.
It will continue to happen. Now I've heard all sorts
of things~ Larry, about people trying to dump it off
on me, as an example.
Hm.
I don't reply to those. I don't get mad and call you
or Bob and say, "I-louldyou tell X to stop some of Lt;"
Right? There's no purpose in it any more.
Yeah.
Just -- You've got to ignore those kind of [unintelligible]
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Well I was, I was (1) of, of course shocked, and, and, and
skeptical; (2) wanted to make sure that, you know, if
I could recede before this thing got into Bob, before
everything started flying apart here
Right.
and see what the story was. Also, (3) to find out if
there was any truth to it.
~ell, you know, it's just, uh, you know, there's no,
you know, as let me t--, let me take the kind of
thing though that we've got to expect they're going to
do and they've done it already.
Who is the they?
Anybody, I mean, you know , \voodward and Bernstein, say,
who we won't even talk with as an example. I mean Shumway
will not talk with them, as an example. Those are the
guys that have -- the Post guys. Is what they did on
Sunday, is say: If Strachan had any knowledge, you know,
therefore, since he is a runner, X has knowLedge,
Yeah.
Now, you, you, you've go~ to figure that's what they've
done to me. They've said; well: If Magruder had any
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knowledge that means obviously Hitchell did. That kind
of uh, of uh, technique. And I fully expect them to
continue doing anything of that kind if they can get
away with it.
Yeah.
I mean they've done it; they continue to do it. I mean
the Post particularly but, uh, [draws breath], you know,
you name it, everyone has done that kind of thing:
That therefore if Liddy did it, it couldn't be Liddy,
it must be someone else, therefore it must be Magruder,
or maybe Dean, and if Dean did it or Magruder did it
therefore it must be other people.
Yeah.
And the same with Gordon on Sunday. The guy in the Post
did that for Gordon,
Yeah.
if you remember. But, uh, if I called you every time
somebody said to me, "The l-lhiteHouse guys are saying
you know , I'd call you every day.
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Oh, well this was a complete break, though. And, I
mean, the way this came across, and as I say, with
Ehrlich~an saying it.
Yeah.
He doesn't, he doesn't just blithely go around doing
it. I wish I knew where he got it from. I think --
wasn't in a position to ask him. But, uh, when he,
when he says it, obviously I'm, if I'm, I'm going to
call you.
Sure. Of course, I, I understand that.
And, uh, obviously, that, were it true, that woul.d
have been, been a substantial problem.
c Of course it wou Ld , But you're not going to have that
problem because that isn't true.
Yeah.
You know ,
He said, he, he said that apparently it 'vas -- come from
two unimpeachable sources.
":el1 that's a lot [ring] of -- you know , unimpeachable
sources, have on occasion --
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office. [ring] Bye.
[Higby speaks immediately to Haldeman]
HIGBY: Yes sir.
* * *
.. _-
F..ALDEMA...~: Do you believe Magruder?
[Twenty-one second silence]
l-fAGRUDER: Hello.
HIGBY: Oh hi Jebber, I am sorry.
l'lAGRUDER: How are you?
HIGBY: I, -- Patty just banged on here and said that you'd
been trying to get me.
K!\GRGDER: Yeah, well I, you know , I just wondered if you had any
follow-up. I didn't -- I'm really disturbed by that
Larry.
-'2.7--
HIGBY: No. Uh+uh , I just, uh , I haven't gotten any f oLl.ow-
up yet. Bob's now up in John's office. If I get any,
I'll get back to you though. [Unintelligible]
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\"rell,I just, you know , that kind of stuff is just, you
know -- Well, I mean this, you know , t....ell it just tees
me off that we've had all, you know, if I'd, if every
time everybody said, "Colson said this or CLaws on said
that, or so and so said that
yeah.
r; yeah, I'd -- well,
Hox .... are you doing?
Oh? Badly.
Badly, huh. Are you home now?
No. I'm going to go, I'm -- we got to, we're going to
go out. I got to you know, next week I -- you knox ....
next week's going to be, bad week, probably, I guess.
They'll probably ca11 me down there next we.ek ,
Have you got any uh, subpoenas, summons yet, or anything? .
No, not yet. But I figure they're getting pretty close.
v..'hatbout Hitchell?
No. I don't think, I think they'll go after me first
and then go down , you know.
\\'hen-- it sounded to me Li.ke you really had kind of made
a decision ~hen we talked.
Well, I h3ven't mad~ Q decision, I've just --
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Your Lawye r s advised you or
Well, the problem is
are you tucking it out or what?
the, the Lawy e r s are, you know , they're riew and so,
th~ problem more is that, uh, is that, uh-- Well, you
see, I don't have any uh, I don't have any chips. You
know, I'm out of the bargaining position. So all I can
do is go down and -- All of us now are out of the
bargaining position, Larry.
Really?
\-leI I , I think so. I don't think anybody's got any
bargaining room left. So you I guess, uh, we are
going to do one of two things when they call me. I'll
go down and, and, uh , tell them the facts or I'll
take the Fifth A~endment and, uh, take a trial.
Haven't you decided wh Lch to do yet?
No. I mean it -- they haven't decided. I'm just you
know, doing just what I've got to do, is let them decide.
You know, what -- if they think that the, uh, case is
so bad that I can't, uh, get a good situation by talking,
then I've got to go with the Fifth Amendment.
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I see.
And if they think I can do better by not -- See, by
going the Fifth Amendment you may be able to beat it,
not, uh, in the sense of uh, beating them in the, uh,
you know, the truth sense, but beating them by, by
legality, technicality, uh,
Yeah.
prejudicial jury, uh pre-trial publicity. Uh, and you
go that way, I guess if you can't, uh, if you're going
to get hung anyway.
Urn hm ,
That's, I think, the problem almost all of us are
facing with them.
Have you talked at all to Mitchell?
Not yet. Because I haven't made up my mind. And
when I make up my mind, I'll tell him, first, you know ,
Yeah.
And let you all know , and
But you haven't called him or anything?
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Well, I've talked to him. But you know, he wants me to
stay
Urnhm.
you know ,
Jees, you surprised me. I didn't realize Gordon had been
involved to [unintelligible] any extent.
Well I don't -- I didn't say that. I mean, I don't
want to say anything to you that's going to upset you.
Well, it's not going to upset me. I mean, the truth is
going to come out I guess, sooner or later.
Sooner or later. Maybe not, you know. If I, if I, take
the Fifth and it never comes out It just, I just take
the Fifth and that's the last thing I ever say.
Urn hm.
You know , and then you hope that, uh -- I think next we ek
'viIIbe the week we \villall figure out, find out, wha t
to do. I, I'm shooting sure Dean's got the same problem
I've got.
Really?
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Well, I mean, we're all past the point where we're in
a--, You know, two months ago, then you were in a bar-
gaining position, I guess, you know. Before McCord.
But now, hell, they don't, they don't need us any more.
Hell they had, they got, uh, you know, they got every-
body down there. A parade of people.
Really?
Yeah. ";ell,I don't know exactly. I don't -- Nobody
knows exactly. I don't know exactly. But I've seen
the list of witnesses. They have Reisner, Fowell Moore,
you know
Yeah.
All these guys just build up the case. [draws breath]
So, it's not too encouraging.
Jesus. Hell, it sure as hell isn't.
But, uh, may be better get it out, uh, sooner or later
and get the President out of it, so he doesn't have
to worry about it any more and let the rest of us, uh,
pay the penalty.
Hho the hell could have talked to, to the press, I worid er?
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Well, Larry, I think a lot of people are talking to the
press. That's, uh, you know, uh, uh
Do any of the guys approach you?
Oh yeah, by the way, I've talked to people. It isn't
that we haven't talked to them. We have done that
purposely. But we've taken a standard line. Right now
up till now, wh i ch is that we had no knowledge of the,
you know: blah, blah, blah.
.Yeah.
But, uh, we had not to my know l.edge, and I, I don't -- can't
think of any instance where in any of my discussions, the
few that I've had, and I've had them only wh en Van thought
that it was ' best for me to talk to them, uh , which have
not been too often.
~~en was the last time you talked to --?
Oh shit, I can't think of the last -- late, early this
week, probably.
Really? Monday or Tuesday, huh?
Maybe.
Huh!
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r-lAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
t<IAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
NAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
K.\GRlJDER:
HIGBY:
I can't, you know, I'd have to go back and look. Yeah,
I'm sure I talked to uh -- The one guy at the Star has
been legitimate, and we haven't had any pr obLem wi th h Im ,
The ones who have been legitimate. But the point is, is
that, uh, no time would they -- the only thing they do,
now -_ You know what they're doing, is they do supposition
stuff. You know, they've done it on Shumway all the
time. You kriow:
Yeah.
If so and so kneH, wouldn't it be likely? And of course
you say, "\-lell I don't know anything about that." Sure
the guy reported to theQ. Yeah, but that doesn't mean
anything, you know. You know, that kind of, you know,
if, if Magruder -- they pulled this -- if, if Magruder
knew, therefore wouldn't :·litchell know, Question.
Yeah.
They've done that on us all the time.
Sure.
Ifuich is very understandable.
Hm.
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Hi'>..GRUDER:
HIGBY:
}!AGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
But I would say one thing, Larry, and I nean this
sincerely, you guys ought to forget about the press.
In this case. Anymore. That's not the problem,
Larry.
Uh hum.
You, you know the press are the minor problem in
this case. No one is going
Obviously it could be a problem on something like
that.
Well, it won't be because the facts eventually will
come out and no one is going to say, that I know
of, at least certainly I'I2not, uh, in any way, shape
or form that I had any dealings with Mr. Haldeman. It's
just -- I never did.
Yeah.
NO\-l there's no way I am going to say that, Larry. "''hen
I, I have to tell the truth, I'm going to tell the whole
truthJ and it ain't going to be a mixture of truth and
half -- and ,...hy wouId I any way, shape or form ever ,...ant
to do that w i t li Bob aU)"·iayunless it was true?
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HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l-IAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
Yeah. I couldn't understand why you would.
So what you've got is a misinterpretation or a uh,
case where a guy is trying to make a case. I've had this
happen now so many -- I've had these guys call me and
say, "Look, I've got good sources in the White House who
say that you're the guy and it's all your fault and so
on--," and they've named names to me.
Jimminy Christmas.
You know , I just say --
In the 'lliiteHouse, they've named names of people who
have said that?
Yeah.
Who?
Oh , you know , all the guys I have mentioned.
Who?
Oh Larry --
You haven't mentioned any ~~ite House guys. I can't
believe it.
Yeah.
That any \{hiteHouse guys would be saying that.
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MAGRUDER:
\
HI9BY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
Yeah. And they've even named names in my case.
Which they don't usually do but they --
Like who? Seriously, that's terrible.
Larry, it's not, it's not -- I know it's terrible,
but it's not important. I just ignore it. I say fine,
print it.
Are they responsible guys?
Yeah. Oh yeah.
High up guys here in the White House?
Oh yeah. Yeah. But it's past that point to fool with
that. I don't even fool with that any more. I could
care less right now. [Unintelligible] interested in
the press, Lar. Nobody should now. Other than getting
the thing settled so the President comes out.
When do you think your guys will have a decision on what
the hell you ought to do?
Oh I would take a guess, probably next Tuesday, or
Wednesday.
Not till Tuesday or Wednesd~y?
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t-lAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l-lAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l>L-,\GRUDER:
HIGBY:
No -- Yeah, yeah, not until Tuesday --
What, are they evaluating your discussions now?
Yeah. They, see they haven't gotten into it -- until,
till, really until, uh late last week and then they were
gone this, early this week at this conference down at
the Homestead and they just got back in it on Wednesday.
Yeah.
and, uh, you know, there is just a lot of stuff they've
got to -- they play catch-up ball. None of us had our own
lawyers we were all dealing with Committee lawyers
Where does Colson fit in this whole thing? You crossed
his path anywhere?
l.;rell--
I don't mean, I don't mean in terms of the actual case.
I mean, you know, the manuevering that's going on.
Yeah. Yeah. I have.
Really?
Sure. Yeah.
Hm.
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MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
!-!AGRUDER:
So you know, there's a lot of that back and forth
Larry, you know, people figuring they had better save
their ass as best they can. I understand that.
Yeah.
You know, that lie detector thing isn't going to
[unintelligible]
Yeah.
That's a trick of the trade, that's all.
Yeah.
I could pass the lie detector test.
Yeah.
[Sighs] So, so there's a lot of that stuff going on.
But that's life. That isn't important anymore. It
really isn't. Along about three weeks ago I realized
after [laughs] HcCord that that wasn't the important
point anymore. It isn't important for Bob an)vay, by
the way.
Yeah.
Larry, even, you know, it doesn't matter wha t X says
anymore. The facts w i Ll, sooner or later come out.
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HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
M..t\GRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
Yeah.
And when they come out, uh, hopefully, nobody of any
substance will be hurt other than Big John.
You -- Do you think Gordon Hill be hurt?
Well, I don't know. It all depends on what he has
to say. I don't know. I really don't know.
What do you have to say?
Well, what I have to say, but probably what others
have to say, too.
Really?
Yeah. I mean I don't know , I really don't.
You do think John Dean will definitely be hurt though?
Well I don't know if he will be hurt. I would think
that, uh, uh -- I mean, we all know he attended those
meetings.
Yeah.
And, uh, if, if wha tever happened in those meetings is
discussed, I guess, uh -- 8..'1dhe says he is going to say
what bappened in those meet{ngs by the way.
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HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
Does he?
Yeah. If he does, then he puts Mitchell, me, and he
all in a spot.
Um hm.
Uh --
Okay sir.
A rough situation,
"Yeah.
but I do think Lar, that I would hope you all were
thinking more in terms of the big picture now and I
wouldn't worry about the press anymore, Lar. It's not
going to -- There's going to be lots of stuff floating,
and I'd worry about
Well, we won't Horry about the press unless something
like that hits tomorrow morning's paper and then ,..,re'd
have a substantial problem we'd have to worry about.
No you wouldn't because there's nothing to it. There
wouldn't be anything to it, Lar. Ny point is that --
Well it would be if it was attributed to you.
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MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l-fAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
Well, shit nobody -- that just isn't going to happen.
Yeah.
You see.
Well obviously, if you were sitting here, and y--,
somebody had given you that, uh, like Ehrlichm~L,
you'd say, "Good Lord!"
You can guarantee Bob that
'~~ve got to find what the "
there is no way, under any circumstances because it never
happened. No matter what I ever have to say, a week from
now, or two weeks, that his name will come into the situa-
tion at all. In any way, shape or form.
Huh.
Okay? Now it isn't true with Gordon and I told you that.
That's right.
And that's the way --
All you can do is tell the truth.
All I can do is tell the truth -- if I do that. I
may not even do that. So he may not have any problems
from me anyway ,
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HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
l-L.o\GRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
HAGRUDER:
Okay.
I don't think -- Look, they're not interested in
Gordon, by the way.
Yeah.
They're not interested in those guys anymore. They're
finished with those guys.
Yeah.
They've got, they've got everyone of our secretaries
on perjury wraps. They are not going to do a damn thing
to them. They don't care about those people anymore.
" ..
Really?
They don't care anything about the aides. They don't
care about Bob Reisner, Gordon Strachan, Bart Porter --
anymore. They want big fish.
You and Mitchell?
And they're going to get you and -- me and Mitchell.
Really?
Oh sure they are. I mean no question, they're going
to get me. It's just a question of how long.
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J
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
MAGRUDER:
HIGBY:
Okay.
You visit me kiddo?
Huh! I'll do more than that.
All right.
Don't need to worry.
Yeah. Okay.
See you later.
All right.
Bye.
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35.3 White House edited transcript
of 4/14/73 conversation -
SUBlvUSSION OF
RECORDED PRESIDENTL-\.L CONVERS-I\. TIONS
TO THE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVrES
BY
PRESIDENT RICH.~ NIXON
APRIL 30, 1974
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........_j;l.ppendiX 14.
UOB OfEc<:.
Me e ti nv: The Pres id e rit , Ha lderna n and Ehrl lehman,
Anril14, 1973. (8:55 - 11;31 a.m.)
(Ma.te r ial unrelated to Presic.antial actions deleted)
P Did you reach any conclusions as to where we are.
E No conclusions. Dick Wilson, I thty.k, has an interesting
column this morning (unintelligible) It's all a money
problem. Unintelligible Well, yes
P Wilson's in the Star.
E (Unintelligible)
P Sowhat--?
H (Unintelligible) is really the essence of this whole thing is
too much money. Too much was spent. And so I --
P Yeah. My point, everybody--
H No_not everybody. Let's say, one group, pieces that
(unintelligible) has on that side and m.ore like (unintelligible)
says that his, you know, solving Watergate doesn't take care of it.
P Lots of people, I think want the P'r es Ident to speak out on the
. whole general issue of money and cam.paign and all that.
E Generally, but he gets specific on this. He says also
.1 (unintelligible)I
I P Is that what you think, go out and make a speech?
[3340]
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E Magruder may have taIked to some of the pre s s and that that
was (unintelligible)
P But in a great detail, Co l son (unic.telligible) that he nailed Bob
Haldeman. The way Colson said, he said he had. Colson and two, but
not any way that' sparticularly bad. Right?
E Well I think, I think like on so many things this got, this got
planted as a little seed by Shapiro with Colson and that it grew
and apparently
P Uh, uh.
H I would guess what's happened is he Is got this .report from,
Colson does, from Danny Hofgren that at the bar in the
Bahamas with (unintelligible), someone (unintelligible) one
night sai d to Hofgren everybody was involved in this. He
didn't --
E . Everybody knew about it?
H
r:
Mitchell, Haldeman, Colson, Dean, the President
Magruder --
He said. he specifically said the President.
P Magruder does believe that. does he?
. H No. I've got it --
P I just wonder if he believes (unintelligible). Doe s he believe it,
John?
.~ .......... ~--."" .- .. --~~.,..-.- :c .. -.-,._.......__, ........ _
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E No. He tape recorded this thing. Higby handled it so well
that Iv1agruder has closed all his doors now with this tape.
P Wha t good. wi ll that do J'ohn ?
E Sir, it beats the socks off him if he ever gets off the reservation.
P Can you use the tape?
E Well no. You can use Higby.
P Why not --
E Well, it's illegal.
H No, it's not. It is not.
P Don't you have to tell somebody
E Put a beeper
H . There is no beeper required. Check the Washington law.
P Yeah.
H Dt s tr ict of Columbia is under federal law and the federal law
I. does not require disclosure to the other party of the recording
of phone conversations. The phone call was made to Magruder's
lawye r' s office which is als 0 in the Di5trict of Columbia so both
ends of the conversation were in the District of Columbia and
there is no law requiring disclosure.
'E (Unintelligible)
~-.- ~.'- ~..[3342]
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P lNell, anyway --
H It cannot be adrnis sible, .but its' legal.
P That's interesting. That's a new one. (Unintelligible) now
and then, any way. I never heard anybody beep and I know that --
H No. It all depends on where you are. The basic law in most
Lstates is that you must disclose to the other party that your erecording the conversation.
P Yeah. What is the situation -- I'll get past this in a hurry. 'What
is the situation, John, in your opinion on what was Colson's
and/or Shapiro's motive in building up the Magruder story?
Maybe they believe it?
.E Their innuendo is that Mitchell has put Magruder up to this.
P I guess not. OK. There is the motive. Now, let me come to
something else.
H I don+t believe that Magruder's
P I don+t either. Not at all.
H I believe Mitchell has tried to.
P Huh?
H I believe Mitchell tried to. To keep Magruder's faith because
he refers to Mitchell and says now that I have decided to talk I
am going to have to tell Mr. Mitchell and he Is going to be very
unhappy with me because he I s told me not to.
I
I
1i
!
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36. On April 14, 1973 the President met with Ehr1ichman from
8:55 to 11:31 a.m. and with Haldeman from 9:00 to 11:30 a.m. At
this meeting the President instructed Ehr1ichman to meet with
Mitchell. The President was advised that the grand jury was foc.using
on the aftermath. There was a discussion of payments to the Watergate
defendants and of the transfer of $350,000 from Strachan to LaRue
to be used for payments to the defendants.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of this conversation, the President has produced
an edited transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript
has been prepared.
36.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 14, 1973, Exhibit 19,
In re Grand Jury.
36.2 Summary of vfuiteHouse edited transcript of a conversation
among the President, n.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman,
April 14, 1973, 8:55 - 11:30 a.m., prepared by House
Judiciary Comma t tee staff.
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7:55
8:02
8:35
8:44
8:47
I'[,
11 :32
11:32
"~ -11. :33~
12:53
1:52
1:55
2:13
8:02
8:35
8 :42
8:56 P
11:31
11:30
10:50 P
12:30
12:02
11 :31. P
12:54 P
2:13
The President motored [rom the South Grounds cf the T,'~hitcHous o
to the office of his dentist, Dr. Hilli,llnO. Chase, 1302
18th St., N.IL
'111ePresident met w i th Dr. Chase.
The President motored from Dr. Chase's office to the South
Grounds of the ~lite House.
lhe President went to his office in the EOB.'
v( The President talked with his Special c\ssistant, Stephen B.
Bull.
The President talked vi.t.hSecretary of Defense Elliott L.
Richardson.
The President met with:
John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant
H. R. Haldeman, Assistant
The President talked w.i th Hr , Bull.
The President met with:
Henry A. Kissinger, Assistant
Gen. f..lcxanc1.erH. Haig, Jr. , Army 'Vice Chief of Staff
The President talked w i.t h Hr. Bull.
The President talked with Hr. Bull.
The President went to the Oval Office.
L--\ The President met \-lithHr. Haldeman.
The President went; to the South Grounds of the Hhite House.
The Presid~nt greeted tourists being escorted by the First
Lady on a tour of the Hhite House gardens. En cLud ed in the
group Here ~hyor \-lalterEo i,l<)sr:n~~ton(D-\·.'ashillgton,B.C.)
and winners of a poster cnnt0st s~onsored by the Scciety for
a !'lore Beaut iful ~;ation.J.lCap LtaL, Inc. For a Li.s t; of
pos re r contest w inncrs , sce '\~rp·:~HX "A.II
?-;I.~mh(;rsof the. p rcss , luI out
\{iJitcIlous c pho t ographo r, in/out
Th.~ T'r e s Ld cn t, , <lCCO;,;?;\!11.::J 1,:' h is I'r c s s Scc r c t ar y ,
Ziegler, rc turucd to the 0".11 Of f i ce ,
1\o1":a10 1..
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2:23 2:24
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II :58 4:59 P
5:15 6 :45
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6:08 6:09 R
8:11
8:58 9:04
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The President met with Mr. Ziegler.
l.-\' The President met \Vi th:
\ Hr. Haldeman
Hr. Ehr Iic lman
The President went to his office in the EOB.
The President talked with the First Lady.
v\ The Pres ident met Hi th :
Hr .. Haldeman
Mr. Ehrlichman
R The President was telephoned long distance by Senator Robert
Dol:e' (R-Kansas) in Salina) Kan s as . Hr. Bull took the call.
11102 President' was telephoned by his daugh t.ar , Julie. The call
was not completed.
The President talked w i th his daughter) Julie.
The President returned to the second floor Residence.
The President and the First Lady motored from the Hhite House
to the Hashington Hilton Hotel.
TIle President and the First Lady were greeted by:
Edgar A. Poe, correspondent for the New Orleans Tines-
J'ic~~~lc and outgoing President of the \~hite Iious e
, Correspondents' Association
Ted K11Clp) co r r e sponde n t for Sc r Lp ps+Howar d Nev sp ap er
Alliance and incoming President of the ~\lhite Ho us e
Correspondents' Associcl:ion
The Presidential party Hent to the head table in the
International Ballroom.
The President an d U1e First Lady Here gue s t s of hono r a t .J
dinner hosted by the 1[nitc Hous e Co r r e s ooadcn t s I ......s:"o::-i:J.tio.~
Hr. Knap p r es cn t ccl the Fr cs id cn r w i.t h a' s t e r Li.ug s i l.vc r "'1
r ep l i.ca of a n 18th century g l cb c c r a f t ed by \Ii.lli2.;-;-.·~i)ul·~. i
s i.Lvo r smit bs , For a Li s t of other hea d t ab l c guc.it.c , sel'! I
M)PE~!JTX "B." I
-'--}J~illb:::-rs--of the press, in/out: I
Hhitc lious e ph o t.ogr aphc r , in/~)tlt
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For a record of the President's activities after midnight, see
the Daily Diary for April 15, 1973.
III o.«---~~--~--+--4----r--------------------------------~<-------------------1
10:20 10:26
10;28
-
f-1:i.;02 11:16 P
11:20 P
11:22 11:53 P
c
1.0
t.CT1YITY
The President returned to his limousine.
The First Lady
Hr. Poe
Hr. Knapp
He was accompanied by:
L CDt ~'I·;!.JU. ._J'-- __ ,_ __ __ ------------- --J
The President and the First Lady motored from the Hashin8ton
Hilton Hotel to the South Cr ounds of the I{hite House.
The President and the First Lady returned to the second floor
Residence.
The President talked with Mr. Haldeman.
The President telephoned Hr , Ki.ssLriger,
completed.
'\v 0\.--""The President talked \-lithMr. Ehrlichman.
The call was no t
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36 2 Summary of White House edited- . transcript, April 14, 1973
r
SUMMARY OF WHITE HOUSE EDITED TRANSCRIPT
April 14, 1973, 8:55 a.m. to 11:31 a.m.
The President, Haldeman and Ehrlichman ~et on April 14, 1973
in the EOB office from 8:55 to 11:31 a.m. The transcript of the meeting
opens with the notation "Material unrelated to Presidential actions deleted."
Thereafter, in response to a question by the President whether he had reached
any conclusions "as to where we are," Ehrlichman said no. (p. 1) The
President asked "what your conversation with Colson was and in essence, what
did he and the lmvyer tell you about?" Ehrlicbman replied that Colson told
him that Hunt was going to testify on Monday afternoon according to informa-
tion obtained through Bittman or through Shapiro through Bittman.
The President asked, "Now why is Hunt testifyi~g?" and Ehrlichman
said, 111'11tell you what he said and then I'll tell you what I think the
.fact is." Ehrlichman ,said, "He said Hunt is testifying because therE.was
no longer any point in being silent", because "so many other people were
testifying. • " Ehrlichman said, "My feeling is that Bittman got very
antsy." The President asked, "'(my,"and Ehrlichman said, "This grand jury
started focusing on the aftermath and he might be involved." Haldeman
said, "Exactly. II (pp. 2-·3)
, The Presidents aid, "Fha'tdo Colson et al, Colson and Shapiro,
think we ought to do under these cLrcumst ances? Get busy and nail Mitchell
in a hurry?" Ehr1ichman said, "Yes." The President asked, "Hmv is that
going to heLp;" and Ehrlichman said, "Hell, ttieyfeel that after he testi-
fies that the whc Le thing is going to fall in short order." The Presi den t
[3351]
said, "Rf ght ;" Ehrlichman said that Mitchell and Magrude.rwould be in-
dicted a.ndboth will say the President lost any possibility of initiative
for participation in the process. (p. 3)
Ehrlichman said Colson wants the President to "persuade Liddy
to talk." (p. 3) The President said "Ne?",and Ehrlichman suggested the
President should send word to Liddy "through a spokesman or in some way
you would be activist on this score."
Haldeman said, "that doesn't involve any real problem" because
"As Dean points out, he [Liddy] is not talkin~ 'cause he thinks he sup-
posed not to talk" but "If he is supposed to talk,he wil1." "All he needs
is a signal," Haldeman said, "if you want to turn LiddY'on." (p. 4)
Ehrlichman explained that Colson "wants you to be able to say afterward
that you cracked the case." (p. 4) and that the "next forty-eight hours
are the last chance for the White House to get out in front of this and
that once Hunt goes on, that's the ball game." (pp. 4-5)
The President asked, "But you've got to be out in front earlier,"
and "I mean go public." Ehrlichman said, "Either publicly, or with provable,
identifiable steps whLch can be referred to later as having been the proxi-
mate cause." The President asked whether Liddy was "not talking because
he thinks the President doesn't wan t him to talk? Is that the point?"
Ehrlichman replied that according to Colson and Shapiro, "Mitchell's given
him a promise of a pardon." The President said, "I don't know where they
get that. Mitchell has promised Liddy a pardon?" Ehrlichman said, "Yes."
-2- [3352]
The President said he had an uneasy feeling that the Magruder
story may have been planted. Discussion followed about whether Magruder was
telling the truth and whether Colson was a liar. (pp. 4-6) Haldeman said,
"I would guess what's happened is he's got this report from, Colson does,
from Danny Hofgren that at the bar in the Bahamas with (unintelligible),
someone (unintelligible) one night said to Hofgren everybody was involved
in this." Ehrlichman asked, "Everybody knew about it?" and Haldeman said,
"Mitchell, Haldeman, Colson, Dean, the President." Ehrlichman then said,
"lPe]said, he specifically said the President" and the President asked,
"Magruder does believe that, does he?" and "I just wonder if he believes
(unintelligible) . Does he believe it, John1" (p , 7)
Ehrlichman said, "No," that a conversation with Magruder was
taped, that "Higby handled it so well that Magruder has closed all his doors
now with this tape." The President asked, "What good will that do John"
and Ehrlichman responded, "Sir, it beats the socks off him if he ever gets
off the reservation." The President asked if the tape can be used, and
Ehrlichman and Haldeman expressed different opinions about the legality of
recording a telephone conversation without a beeper. Haldeman said that
no law required such disclosure of recording in the District of Columbia.
(pp. 8:"'9)
-.~-.--."-. ~.-(.
The President asked'~at was Colson's and/or Shapiro's motive
in building up the Magruder story? Maybe they believe it?"
Ehrlichman replied, "Their innuendo is that Mitchell has put Magruder up
to "this." Haldeman said he believed Mitchell tried to keep Magruder's
faith because Nagruder refers to Mitchell and says "now that I have
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decided to talk I am going to have to tell Mr. Mitchell and he's goi.ng
to be very unhappy with me because he's told me not to." (p. 9)
Ehrlichman said Magruder is an emotional fellow "ready to crack" and
he had "no doubt that he's ready to talk." The President said that if you
were his lawyer 'iv]ouldn't you advise him to go in and try and purge him-
seLf" because "[aJt least get_srid of one charge." Ehrlichman was not
sure it would get rid of it "but it certainly reduces it when he comes in
voluntarily." (p. 10) Haldeman said he wa,nted to talk to Magruder, and
the President said, "Turn Bob on hLm,."
The President then asked "what is Hunt going to say," and "will
he say that Colson promised him clemency?" Ehrlichman thought not. (p. 11)
The President said, "You see the only possible involvement of the Presi-
dent ...is that, now ~pparent~y John, either you or B9b or Dean, somebody
told me they said, told Colson not to discuss it \vithme." (p. 11)
Ehrlichman sa~d he did. The President said·that one evening Colson
"dr-opped it in sort of parent.heti.caLl.y ;" and said he "had a little
problem today. • • about Hunt." The President saLd that he had sought to
reassure him and that Colson had told him about Hunt's wife. The
President said, ::1said it was a terrible thing and I said obviously
we wiil do ju~t,_we will take that into consideration. That was the
total of the conversation." (p.12) Ehr.Lt cbman.-e aLd, :~\vell,I had a
couple of conversations in my office," with Colson, explaining that Hunt
wrote Colson !!a very, I think a I Ive been abandoned kind of letter" after
the election, and Colson came to tell Ehrlichman about it and asked
him, "h'hatshall I do?" (pp, 12-14) Ehrlichman said, "And I said,
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'Well, better talk to him.' I thought somebody had better talk to him,
the guy is obviously very distraught .•.. And has a feeling abandoned."
The President said, "Right." (p. 14) Ehrlichman said Colson said, "What
can I tell him IHunt] about clemency or pardon." And Ehrlichman said he
told Colson "You can't tell him anything about clemency or pardon. And
I said, 'Under no circumstances should this ever be raised with the
President.'" The President said ," (Unintelligible) . 'iJell,he raised
it, I must say, in a tangential way. Now he denies that, as I understand
i):, that he said they'd be out by Christmas." Ehrlichman said, flI've
never talked to Chuck about that, have you," and the President said that
:Dean or somebody had told him that Colson didn't, that he"just talked or
saw Bittman casually -- were off on (unintelligible) or something of
that sort." (p. 14) The President said .that Colson said [apparently to
Bittman], "I, I had given, ••• ,I know about Hunt's concern about clemency,"
and "I, Chuck Colson feel terrible about it, 'cause I knew his "life." The Presi-
dent continued to relate what Colson apparently said to Bittman: i'I will go
to bat for him and I have reason to believe that my views would be listened
to.II Ehrlichman said Colson says he "talked with Bittman, that he was
very skillful in avoiding any commf.t.men t ;" and that Colson says that
Bittman "was pitching him, but that he wasn't catching 'em" and that
Colson "might have a tape of that meeting or a tape of the conversation. "
Haldeman said Colson said Ehrlichman and Dean told him to promise clemency,
but that he was smarter and did not. (p. 15)
The President again asked whether Colson indicated "that Hunt's
goi.ngto talk to that subject· .•. It]he promise of clemency?" (p, 16)
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Ehrlichman said that he did not ask Colson that and Colson did not say
that. Haldeman said, "Well we've got to go on the basis, John," and "we
don't know how they know what Hunt's ~oing to testify." Haldeman said
their only basis for knowing what Hunt is going to testify to was Shapiro's
meeting with Hunt the other day, and that is assuming Hunt would tell Shapiro
what his testimony would be. Haldeman said they had no reason to assume that
Ehrlichman said Shapiro said Hunt would corroborate a lot of McCord's
hearsay. The President said, "Hunt could testify on Colson's (unintel-
ligible)." (p. 16)
The President said, "We're talking about when he [Hunt] and
Liddy are in the office with Colson" and Colson called ~agruder. The
President said that "Colson says that they didn't discuss the (unintel-
ligible) then," but that Hunt could say he went in and showed this whole
thing to Colson and Colson picked up the phone and talked to Magruder.
The President asked, ."Does Colson realize his vulnerability there?"
(p , 17)
Ehrlichman said Colson claimed he had no vulnerability because
he talked in very general terms with Hunt and Liddy, and the President
said he understood that but was simply saying that Hunt and Liddy.could
assert that -- that's the point. Ehrlichman said he asked Colson speci-
fically·about that conversation liandhe maintains that they were talking
in general terms about intelligence and when they said intelligence he
meant one thing and apparently they meant another." (p. 18)
The President said, "Question, for example, is Hunt prepared to
ta.lkon other activities that he engaged in?" .Ehrlichman said he "couldn't
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derive that." The President said, "You mean is he going to blow the
Hhite House on the --," and Ehrlichman said, "I couldn't get that at all."
The President said he assumed the U. S. Attorney woul d not be pressing on
"that." Ehrlichman said McCord volunteered this Hank Greenspun thing.
The President asked if that was a serious thing, "Did they really try to get
into Hank Greenspun." Ehrlichman said, "I guess they actually got in, II
to which the President responded, "What i~ the name of (expletive deleted)
though, has Hank Greenspun got with anything. to do with Mitchell or anybody
else?" Ehrlichman said, "Nothing. Well, IlO.w.,. l1.itb~~Jl Isic] . Here's--
Hughes. And these two fellmvs, Colson and Shapiro, Colson threw that out."
The President said, "Hughes on whom," and Ehrlichman said the Hughes thing
is cut into two factions, whieh were fighting. The President said, ''Yeah,''
to which Ehrlichman said Senator Bennett's son for whomHunt worked repre-
sents one of those factions. The President said, "So he ordered the bugging?"
and Ehrlichman said, "I don't know. I know the (unintelligible) say it's
a bag job." (pp. 18-19) Haldeman said, "They busted his safe to get. some-
thing out of it. Wasn't that it?" Ehrlichman said, "No; They flew out,
broke his safe, got something out (unintelligible)," and "[n]ow as they sat
there in my office --." (p. 19) The President said, "Other delicate
. thi.ngs, too. You've got apart from myfrom n:.~~~~r brother, which unfortunately
.or fortunately was a long' time ago but, more recently, you've got Hubert
Humphrey's son wor ks for him and, of course, they're tied in "lith O'Brien
I suppose. But maybe they wer e trying to get it for that reason." (p . 19)
Ehrlichman said he didn't know why, but that Shapiro and Colson didn't know
anything about it. Ehrlichman said, "They said, one said to the other,
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'Say, that may have something to do with the New York Grand Jury,' meaning
the Vesco Grand Jury which is a runaway and which is into " The Pres i-
dent asked if Colson knew about that. Ehrlichman did not know and said
that Colson says he does not even know who Hank Greenspun is. To this
the President said, "(Unintelligible)", and Ehrlichman said he would take
him [Colson] at face value on that one. The President asked, "You didn't
know that either?" and Ehrlichman responded, "I know very well who he is."
(p , 20)
The President then said, "Let me just take a minute further and
run out the Hunt thing, and then the Grand Jury, I want to get all the
pieces if Isic] my mind if I can." (p. 20) The President said, IiHunt's testi-
mony on pay-off, of course, would be very important," and asked, "Is he
prepared to testify on that?" Ehrlichman said apparently so and that
Hunt will implicate. O'Brien and Parkinson by hanging them up on obstruction
of justice. The President asked, "Can Hunt do that," and Haldeman said,
"why doesn't he accomplish his purpose simply by saying they gave them
money to handle their legal fees?" (p. 21) The President said, "Hunt
then is going to go" and that "raises the problem on Hunt with regard to
Kalmbach, II who "has possible vulnerability as to whether he was aware ,
·in other words, the motive, the motive, --." (p. 22) Ehrlichman de-
scribed Dean's calls to Kalmbach about raising money and that Kalmbach
got some money and sent it back. Haldeman said, "Dean says very flatly
that Kalmbach did not know the purpose of the money and has no problem."
.(p. 22) The President said, "Dean did know the purpose? Hunt testi-
fies -- so basically then Hunt Hill testify that it was so-called hush
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money. Right?" Ehrlichman said he thought so. The President asked,
"\·fne-cedoes that serve him, let me ask?" and was told by Ehrlichman it
would serve him to have his sentence reduced. Haldeman said "he'd be
served the same purpose by not saying it was hush money, by saying it [sic]
gave it to these guys I had recruited for this job and I ••. was con-
cerned about their family --." The President said, "That's right, that's
what it ought to be and that's got to be the story that. '~t this point
Haldeman said, "Unintelligible" and the President continued with, "Will
be the defense of these people, right?" (pp. 23-24)
Haldeman said, "That was the line they used around here. That
we've got to have money for their legal fees and familY'," and the Presi-
dent said, "Support. Well, I heard something about that at a much later
time. • . And, frankly, not knowing much a.boutobstruction of justice,
I thought it was perfectly proper." (p. 24) After some discussion com-
paring the payments to fund raising for the Berrigan brothers and the
Scot.tsboro people, the President said, "Nevertheless, that Hunt then
saying there was a payoff," and "Hunt, on other activities Hunt then
according to Colson was not -- I don't know what Colson meant about the
door of the Oval Office." Ehrlichman said he hadn't wanted to get into
that with Colson because Shapiro was there and "I'll have to get back on
that."· (p. 25) The President said, "Right."
The President said, "[I]t is Colson's view that Magruder's
talking would have the effect of bringing it there because of the -- I
think what he is really referring to, John, is that by reason of Colson,
by reason of Magruder nailing Haldeman and Colson, that that's the door
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of the Oval Office. I don't know what else because there's nobody else
around, nobody physically around." (p. 26) Haldeman said, "Magruder
isn't going to nail Haldeman and Colson." The President said, "Well,
let's see. I don't think so either but." (p. 26)
The conversation then turned to contacting Mitchell to tell
him, in Ehrlichman's words "the jig is up." (p, 27) The President said
"now is the time to do something." The discussion covered several pos-
sible persons who might take the message to·Mitchell (pp. 27-29).
Ehrlichman then mentioned that he had beenworking-otl,_pomething when
Dean called him at twelve-thirty. The President asked if he was working
on "another subject." Ehrlichman said, "Oh, no" and Haldeman said, "There
is no other subject!" (pp. 30-31) Ehrlichman then related a scenario
suggested by Dean in that telephone call. One scenario involved the
President calling Mitchell into his office on Saturday and telling Mitchell
"You've got to do this," and Mitchell "st onewaLl.syou," so the President
says, "'Well, John [Mitchell}, I have no alternative.' "And with that the
President calls the U. S. Attorney and says, 'I, the President of the
United States of America and leader of the free world want to go before
the Grand Jury on Monday. "' (pp. 31-32) To this the President said,
"I won't even-comment on that." Haldeman said, "That's a silly "
The President said, "Typical of the thinking-oi'--." Ehrlichman said,
"We're running out every line."
Ehrlichman said he thought Hitchell "will understand this thing"
and that "if he goes in it redounds to the Administration's advantage."
The President asked "How . "
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Ehrlichman said that when the President got Ehrlichman's
report he would be able to call in Mitchell as the "provable wrong-doer"
and say, It Now, John, for (expletive deleted) sake go on in there and
do what you should. And let's get this thing cleared up and get it
off the country's back and move on." (pp. 32-33)
Haldeman then said, "Plus the other side of this is that that's the only
way to beat it now." (p, 33) The President said, ''Well,--" and Haldeman
said that was the only salvation for Mitchell from Mitchell's personal
viewpoint, and the President said, "How can he make it, anyway." (p. 33)
Haldeman said Connally "made the point that you had to get this laid out
and the only way it could hurt you is if it ultimately went to Mitchell.
And that that would be the one man you couldn't afford to let get hung
on this.1t The President said, !IIthink he's wrong-about that. I think
this is the worst one, well, due to the closeness to the President
at the time of the crime. Would you agree, John?" (pp. 33--34) Dis-
cussion followed concerning whether different news stories would result
depending upon whether the grand jury cracked the case by iteself or Mitchell
went to the U._ S. Attorney at the President's urging. (pp, 35-36)
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The latter alternative news story would say, according to Ehrlichman,
"Charges of cover-up by the White House were materially disspelled by
the diligent efforts of the President and·his aides in moving on evidence
which came to their hands in the closing days.of the previous week." The
President said, "I'd buy that." (p. 36)
Ehrlichrnan said he was concerned because since the end of
March, he had "turned up a fair amount of hearsay evidence that points at
this (unintelligible)." The President said, "So did Dean." (pp. 36-37)
The President said, "Yet he IDean] tried, very honestly, he tried to look
it as the best way he could," and that, "Maybe he could and maybe he
really didn't know." Ehrlichman said "Well its [sic] hearsay. And, so you" _. . . .. _.
don't hang a guy, you don't hang a guy " The President said, "And,
also, we are going to remember Mitchell has denied it." (p. 37) Then
Ehrlichman said, "But I sit over there in Bob's office and listen to that
tape of one of the co-actors saying flat out on the tape that he was
guilty and that Mitchell was (unintelligible) going to force our fall,
and --." The President said, "Did he say that? Did he say that?"
Ehrlichrnan said, "Yeah," and that "I said to myself, 'My'god. You know,
I'm a United States citizen. I'm standing here listening to this, what
is my duty?'" To which the President responded, "Well the point is
you've now told me. That's the problem." .Ehrlichman said, "That's
correct. That's correct." The President said, "See the difference is
that the problem of my position up to this time has been quite frankly,
nobody ever told me a damn bit of this, tha~ Mitchell was guilty," and
Ehrlichman said, "That's right." Haldeman said, "·lellwe still don't
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know, ','that he thought "the scenario that was spun out, that Dean spun
out on Mitchell is basically the right one," and that he did not think
"Mitchell did order the Watergate bugging and I don't think he was speci-
fically aware of the Watergate bugging at the time it was instituted.
I honestly don't." (pp. 37-38) Ehrlichman said, "That may be." At this
point there is a notation "Haterial unrelated to Presidential actions
deleted. " (p. 38)
The transcript resumes with the P~esident saying, "What did he
say? What did he tell Moore?" Ehrlichmansaid, JlWei-l-, remember I asked
Moore to find out what Mitchell had testified to," and the President said,
"Yeah. Moore heard the testimony and said well you're not --," and
Ehrlichman said, "He was never asked the right questions." Haldeman
said, "He probably didn't to the Grand Jury, either," and Ehrlichman said,
"That's right. As far as the quality of the evidence is concerned --,"
At this point the notation again appears,' i'Material unrelated to Presi-
dential actions deleted." (p. 38)
The President next said, "All right. I now have evidence that--."
Ehrlichman said, "You don't have evidence if I" and the President said,
"I'm'not convinced he's guilty but I am convinced that he ought to go
before a crand Jury." (p, 38) Ehrlichman said, "What I did last night
.- -. ~-,.:..
and this morning was to write out what would in effect be a report to
you." The President said, "Right." Ehrlichman said, "Of this (unintel-
ligible) deliver it to you." The President said, "John," followed by
the notation "Material unrelated to Presidential actLons deleted." TIlere-
after the President says that I cor.i.ngaround again, Ehrlichman knows
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the case, has conducted the investigation, has reported to the President,
and has been asked by the President "to go up and lay it on the ground to
Mitchell and to tell Mitchell, look, there is only one thing that can
save him. I think John's got to hear that kind of talk. "
The President suggested that Rush might be the man to do it, and inci-
dentally was a man to be considered to be brought into the White House to
"advise the President on this thing and examine all the White House things,
to look at all the FBI files, to look at the Jury report, Dean report, FBI
.files and give me a report." The President said, "Rush, I trust. Rush
is a friend. He is a total White House man, yet he is not tied in to this."
In response to Haldeman's query whether events hadn't overtaken that \
project, the President said no, because if they got Mitchell, "they're
going to say now what about Haldeman, what about'Chapin, and what about Col-
son and the rest?" The President said he had to have a report which would say
"t):ereare no other higher-up, "would "put a cap on it," and would "then face
the Segretti crap.". (pp. 39~4l) Ehrlichman said, "In forcing this out,
Dean remains a problem," and read to the President what he had "come to"
on that. Ehrlichman read, "'John Dean has not involved himself in this
matter as your counsel for several months and properly so. I should not
.
continue to fill:i,n for him, + meaning me, ' for several reasons, including
the impermissable [sic] d~mands on my time that were involved" You need a
·full time special counsel to follow these related problems ••. , I do not
recommend that Dean take a leave. That is neither in nor out. He has
involved himself to the extent described above. Either that requires
dismissal, or it does not. And that choice should be made at once. If he
~s discharged, the U. S. Attorney and the Grand Jury shouid be (unintelligible). '"
(pp. 4l-Lf2) Ehrlichman said, "I think you've got to bite the bullet on Dean, one
way or the other, pretty quick." And Haldeman said, "All right, but recognize
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that that kills him. Dean's reaction, basically he says that that kills
him." (pp. 41-42) There is then a notation "Material unrelated to
Presidential actions deleted" and the transcript resumes with the remark
the President, "Well, let's see what Dean says when you tell him that?"
Ehrlichman replied, "He doesn't agree with that." The President said, "I
know he doesn't agree, but what does he do?" Ehrlichman replied, "He
wants to stay and just disconnect himself·from this case." (p. 43)
Returning to the Mitchell problem, the President said, someone
who knew the case had to talk to Mitchell and that was "one of two people.lI
The.President said, "I can verse myself in it enough to know the thing, but
I am not sure that I want to know .... " (p. 43)
The President then said to Ehrlichman, "I am not trying to duck it. I just,
John -- and, I'll take this one on. The thing, John, is that there's
nobody really that can do it except you." A discussion followed about
what Ehrlichman should say to Nitchel1. Ehrlichman suggested saying, among
other things, "We've got to think of this thing from the standpoint of the
President and I know you have been right along and that's the reason you've
been· conducting yourself as you have," to which the President said, "Right."
(p. 45) After further suggestions the President said, "And the door of
the white House •..~,We're trying to protect it." (p.46) At one point
Haldeman said, "(Unintelligible) one part of-..the.-scenarto really worries
me. You say I listened to Nagruder." Ehrlichman responded, "Well, I
can't say it quite that way." (p. 48) There was discussion of whether
if Mitchell went to the U. S. Attorney, the U. S. Attorney would drop in-
vestigation of the cover-up. The President and Ehrlichman feeling the
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cover-up investigation would continue anyway,_although Ehrlichman said,
"They would certainly be diverted." (p. 50)
The discussion turned to what Mitchell wouLd say in response
to Ehrlichman's approach. The President thought Mitchell would say, lIOh,
damn it. Look John, you know that there are people in the wnite House
who are deeply involved in this and you know that Colson and Haldeman
"pressured' 'This poor boy over here.' I think Hitchell will take the
offensive." (p. 52) Haldeman said, "You see, I am not at all sure but
what Hitchell may think I am involved. 13:~_§u.!:~_he__J?_:r::obablythinks
Colson's involved, because Hagruder has said that," and IIIwould guess
that's the line Hagruder has used with Hitchell, and you might have to
play Hagruder's tape recording for him."(p. 52)
The President asked whether Magruder was planning to go see
Mitchell. Haldeman said, "Yes, Sir, if he decides to go, if he decides to
talk," and that Magruder was "about on the vergell and he assumed Magruder
"is either going to talk or he's going to take the Fifth. He's not going
to lie." (p.52) Ehrlichman said, "He says, I know I'm going to be
arrested. I know I'm on my way to jail. If Mitchell comes back with a
line like that, "You're not serving the President, well, that if you made
any ~ind of investigation surely you know people in the White House are
involved. . We're not protecting the President by hoping this thing is
going to go away. lit (pp. 52-53) Ehrlichman said he would tell Mitchell:
"The thing is not going to go away, John, and by your sitting up there in
New York pretending that it is, is just making it worse. And it's been get-
ting steadily worse, by your sitting up there for the last couple of months.
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We're at the point now where we had no choice but to ask you to do this. '"
(p , 53)
The discussion turned to cooperation with the Ervin Committee,
and Ziegler's views that they should stonewall it (pp. 54-57). The Presi-
dent said, "You see the point is, the point is, I believe that cooperation
with the Committee might at.least indicate no cover-up. That's what I'm
trying to do." (p. 57) Ehrli.chman said the story will come out, and "We're
going to go through a period now where we take some gas," giving the example
of a Kilpatrick radio program, "just taking Kleindienst apart something
terrible on executive privilege." Ehrlichman said, "Now that was a tactic.
Kleindienst took a hard line up there." The President said "Yeah."
Ehrlichman said "because if he had softened at all, that would have really
hurt our negotiations." (pp. 57-58) There was further discussion of
negotiating with the Ervin Committee and the possibility of a court test
case if agreement could not be reached with· the committee. (pp. 58-60)
The President then said, "We don't want a court case ~-," and Ehrlichman
said tnat a court case would'\:ielayanyappearance by any White House people,"
. ,
that they could agree to'hbide the outcome hf the case~ and that'~f Mitchell
does get indicted, Mitchell's lawyers are going to somehow move to stop
the Eryin hearing. II (p. 60)
Ehr1ichman said that was Shapiro's analysis also, that the motion to quash
the Ervin hearings would be on the point that they can't get a fair trial.
The President asked, "John, is that better than just caving?" Ehrlichman
said they had the option of caving at any time. (pp. 61-62) Ehrlichman
saidi~ would be better to be forthcoming before Mitchell is indicted, and
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that, "You asked me, 'Do I want to cave now?" Ny feeling about this
whole thing is that we ought to be looking at every nook and cranny
for every device that there is to be forthcoming." The President said,
IIRight." Ehrlichman said, "And this is a place where we could do it.
My sense of this whole case is that our best defense is that the President
always wanted this to happen, and that we weren't being cute about
this at alL" (p. 62)
The discussion turned to who would get "out in front" on the
Segretti matter. The President sugges ted Chapin, but Haldeman indic.ated
he himself should, saying, "If the Mitchell thing breaks, like on Monday,
and if (unintelligible) and that starts breaking and you get into a big
bottling up of Watergate," it seemed to him "that's the best possible
time, place and atmosphere for my statements to come out debunking Dean."
(pp. 63-64) In connection with this there was a discussion whether the
Ervin Committee should be asked for early hearings. The President said,
,"We don't want early hearings, huh?" and Ehrlichman said no, "Number one,
I don't want' 'em," and also he had a commitment to Ervin and Baker not to
discuss the negotiations until they were over. (pp. 66-67)
A discussion followed concerning issuing a statement by Haldeman
about his relationship to Segretti, and timing this statement with re-
lation to any plea Mitchell might enter. The President then said, "We
don't even knm.,ryet what Magruder,is going to do" and Ehrlichman said,
"Does it really matter? If once you're possessed of this information."
The President said, "Yeah, I see," but that "my Gosh. I'm not a mind
reader" and that "Mitchell's going to say, 'Well, I don't know whether Jeb,
how do you know .Jeb l s going to do that,?'" Ehrlichman said, "I don't.
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But it doesn't matter," and he responde-d--nIE]nat 's it" when the President
said,"they've got other information?" When asked how he knew that,
Ehrlichman said, "Well, we've got some sources inside the U, S. Attorney
process," apparently indicating he would say that to Mitchell, but would
also say "I don't know how good they are, John." Ehrlichman said he
would also say to Mitchell, "You undoubetedly do, too" have sources. The
President said, "our sources are Shapiro, .right?" Ehrlichman said, "Oh,
no. Dean and his lawyers have sources in the U. S. Attorney's office."
(p , 68) The President said, "Silbert, right.·" (p. 69)
The President then asked about the other grand juries, including
the Vesco case, which Ehrlichman said again was a "runaway Grand Jury."
He explained that the grand jury was investigating whether or not Vesco
pro.cured an appointment with the Attorney General in consideration of a
$200,000 campaign contribution, and the President said, "Oh, my God.
And Harry Sears charges that?" Ehrlichman discussed the details about
what happened, including Vesco's question to Stans, "how does a guy get
to be a big contributor around here"; Stans' response that "Well, the
word big means two hundred thousand dollars"; Vesco's query "cash or
check" and Stans' reply "either one." The President asked, "This was
after my poor brother was up there?" Ehrlichman said, "I'm not sure.
I don't know, before or after," and then went on to describe further cnn-
versations between Stans and Vesco resulting in Vesco getting a phone call,
"allegedly," from John Mitchell. "ITJhat's enough to indict," Ehrlichman
said he was told. The President said, about the appointment Vesco got as
a result of the phone call, "My God that's dumb," and "You know what I
mean," that he "can imagine all those (unintelligible) in here trying to
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get --." (pp, 69-70) Ehrlichman then said, "Now that may not be enough
to convict, but it's enough to indict." At this point the transcript says
"Material unrelated to Presidential actions deleted." (p. 70)
The transcript resumes with the statement by the President,
"We've come full circle.on the Nitchell thing. The Mitchell thing must
come first." The President said, "We've got to make this move todaylland
'liJfit fails, just to get back our position I think you ought to talk to
Magruder" and "you tell Magruder, now Jeb, this evidence is coming in
you ought to go to the Grand Jury. Purge yourself if you're perjured and
.tell this whole story." The Pre~ident said, "Because I think.we do have to,"
and Haldeman agreed. The President said, apparent"ly referring to
Ehrlichman's proposed talk with Mitchell, "Say that.the evidence is not
Jeb," (pp, 70-71) and that '.'weare not talking to John because Jeb _is going to
crack or that Dean Ls going to the 9rand Jury." "It's past that point,"
the President said, "They've got the case made." The President said
Mitchell will say, "Wel~ I think they're bluffing here." Ehrlichman said,
apparently saying what he would tell Mitchell, "It isn't a question of
bluffing. Nobody's made any representations to us at all. Nobody's
tried to bluff us. It justs[ffiqaquestion of putting together all the
facts and any time someone, if the U. S. Attorney's office goes through
the process that I've gone through,he'll have all the facts. And there'll Isic]
it'll be. And you don't get it all from anyone person. It's some from
this one, some from that one." (p. 72)
The President then said, "what is the -- is the liability of Hunt
-- I am thinki.ng of the payoff thing."
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The President said, that Dean had told him a few weeks ago
"aDout the problem of Hunt t s lawyer" needing"sixty thousand or forty
thousand dollars or something like that." The President said, "I said
I don't know where you can get it. I said, I mean, I frankly felt he
might try to get it but I didn't knmv where." The President said that
Dean 'left it up with Mitchell and Hitchell said it was taken care of ...." The
President asked if Dean had talked to Ehrlichman 'about that.ll (pp. 72-73)
Ehrlichrnan responded, !lHetalked to me about it. I said, John, I wouldn't
have the vaguest notion where to get it. " The President said, nYeah."
Ehrlichman said he saw Mitchell later in the day, and the President said,
"IwJhat happened?" and Ehrlichrnan said, "And he just said, 'It's taken
care of.'" (p. 73) Haldeman said that"Mitchell raised the problem to Dean
.
and said, 'What have you done about that other problem?' , and D~an said,. , ,
'Well, you know, I don't know.' And Mitchell said,' 'Oh, I guess that's
been taken care of. r n Haldeman said that it was apparently taken care
of "through LaRue,"'who told Dean, "this whole thing is ridiculous now ;"
and "it's all out now and there is nothing we can do about it," and
"you know I can't figure out how I got into this, to begin with, but it
seems to me a1·1of us have been drawn in here in trying to cover up for John.'"
The President asked "For Mitchell?" and Haldeman said, "Yeah,
which is exactly what's happened." (pp. 73-74) The President said, llLaRue
said this?1I Haldeman said, "Yes," and the President said, !lHe'sright."
Then Haldeman said if LaRue "is called" he "intends to tell the truth ....."
The President said, "Is he?!I Haldeman said, "Yeah," and the President said,
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"Well," and Haldeman said, "I don't know." Then the President said, "what
instructions? (p. 74) Haldeman said he didn't know. The President said,"but
his instructions will be, LaRue. that I was, helping to get " Ehrlichman
,. ~.
said, "The way Dean talks LaRue wasn't even thinking about the messages" Haldeman
said, "I don't think LaRue cares. I think LaRue figures that the jig is up:!
(p . 75)
Ehrlichmart said he had a bit of incidental intelligence that
McCord dropped yesterday with regard to Mardian. "Just a small --." The
I
President said, "(unintelligible) back in Phoenix," and Ehrlichman said,
"T Iieard a cover story which he fed to the New York Times which
would lay it all back at the White House. The trouble with that is, sir,
(_unintelligible) It will only stand so long as Mitchell stands. If
The President said, "But he could lay it to the White House?" and Ehrlichman
sai~, "But bear in mind Shapiro was giving me this in a'whole litany of
things that were persuasive (unintelligible)." The President said, "The
point on Mardian, we l.l, let me say I don't think that Mardian or LaRue
or Mitchell or Magruder or anybody want to hurt the President." (0. 75) Haldeman
and Ehrlichman agreed. Ehrlichman asked about Colson, and Haldeman said,
"I just think he will do everything he can not to hurt the President," to
which the President said, "Yeah. That has got to be true of everybody
because it isn't the man, it's the office." (p. 76) Haldeman said,
"sure," and the President said, "But also it happens to be true. I wish
I knew about the (expletive deleted)," to which Haldeman said, "They will
have asked that doesn't apply and they could, I think rationalize to
themselves that hurting or getting anybody else could be. . • • Good for
the President rather than bad," and that includes "Ehrlichman, Haldeman,
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Dean • • . certainly Colson. Colson will be at the top of that -- Colson
first, then Haldeman, then Dean, then Ehr-Lf.chman;" (p.76)
The President said, "You see I think a Mardian story to the
Times will be frankly that Colson put the heat on." (p. 76) Haldeman
said he did not think Mardian had any personal desire to "get me," but he
knew Mardian hates Colson. The President said, "You see you can make a
hell of a circumstantial case on Colson. Colson is closer to this
crew of the robbers than anybody else." (p. 77)
There was some discussion of wh€t1ierl1unE"Wo-Uldbe given immunity,
and the President asked, "How do you handle the problem of clemency, John?"
(p. 78) Haldeman said, "Well, you don't handle it at all." That's
Colson's, cause that's where it comes from." Ehrlichman said, "That was
the line of communication," and the President said, "Colson to Bittman."
The President said, "I guess that's the only thing we have on that --
except Mitchell, apparently had said something about clemency to people,"
and Haldeman said, liToLiddy." The President asked Ehrlichman and
Haldeman whether Mitchell'kver discussed clemency'· with either of them,
and each said no. The President then said "(unintelligible) liewere all
here t·heIsic] room," and Haldeman said, "Well, may have said, 'Look
we've got to take care of this. '"
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The President replied, "But's [sic] he's'never said, 'Look you're
going to get a pardon from these people when this is over.' Never used
any such language around here, has he, John?" Ehrlichman said, "Not to
me," and Haldeman said, "I don't think so." The President asked, "Hith
Dean has he?", and Ehrlichman responded, "Hell I don't know. That's a
question I can ' t answer. II The President said, "\~ell,but Dean's never
raised it. In fact, Dean told me when he talked about Hunt. I said,
'John, where does it all lead?' I said, what's it going to cost. You
can't just continue this way. He said, 'About a million dollars.'
(unintelligible) I said, John, that's the point. (unintelligible)
'Unless I could get them up and say look fellows, it's too bad and I
give you executive clemency like tomorrow, what nhe hell do you think,
Dean. I mean, you think, the point is, Hunt and the Cubans are going
to sit in jail for four years and they are not being taken care of? II
Haldeman then said, "That's the point. Now where are you going to get
the money for that?" The President said, "That's the reason this
whole thing falls apart. It's that - It's that that astonishes me
about Mitchell and the rest," and Ehrlichman said, "Big problem."
(Material unrelated to Presidential actions deleted) (pp.78-80)
Immediately follmving the deletion, the President said, "The word never came
up, but I said, 'I appreciate wha t you're doing.' I knew it was for the
purpose of helping the poor bastards through the trial, but you can't offer
that John. You can't - or could you? I guess you could. Attorneys'
fees? Could you go a support.program for these people for four years."
Ehrlichman said, "I haven't any idea." Reference was made to the Berrigan
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brothers being supported in jail, and the President said, "But not to
hush up," and Ehr1ichman said, "That's right." (pp. 80-81)
The discussion turned again to whether Dean should be fired.
The President said he had made up his mind to do it and Ehrlichman re-
spond ed that he was not sure it was the right decision. Ehrlichman said
he had not meant to imply what the decision on Dean should be, only that
there was a "go no go" decision that has to be made. He said, "Here's
your situation," that the President should'1.l'Pokagain at the big picture,"
and that "You now are possessed of a body of fact," to which the President
replied, "That's right." Ehrlichman said, "And you've got to -- you
can't just sit here." The President said, "Tha t le right." Ehrlichman
said, "You've got to act on it. You've got to make some decisions and
the Dean thing is one of the decisions that you have to make." Ehrlichman
then said, "I am still heavily persuaded that we affect the Grand Jury and
U. S. Attorney treatment of Dean favorably by keeping him on. And
that that's important." The President said, "Why is that? - because they
like him?" and Ehrlichman said, "No, no. No,. no. Because they can treat
him differently as the President's Counsel than as a dismissed person •.•.
It's a very heavy psychological factor." (p. 82)
The President said that "Well this will be done because there
is another reason too. It isn't like, Dean is not like Mitchell, now
let's face it." Haldeman agreed. The President said, "Dean is not like
Mitchell in the sense that Dean only tried to do what he could to pick
up the pieces and everybody else around here knew it had to be done."
(p. 83) Ehrlichman said, "Certainly." The President said, "Let's face
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it. I'm not blaming anybody else --." Ehrlichman said, "No, I understand
that. I have great trouble in (unintelligible) in the light of the known
involvement that he had in the." The PzesLdent said, "Aftermath?"
Ehrlichman said, "Right, but --." Haldeman said, "But the known involve-
ment he had in that was for what was understood here to be the proper
system." The President said, "The question is motive. That's right. II
EhrLfchman said, l!Thatnumber one. Number two, there is nothing new about
that. As I have developed this thing. • • There were 8 or 10
people around here who knew about this, knew it was going on. Bob
knew, I knew, all kinds of people knew." (p.-S3) The President then
said, "Well, I knew it. I knew it." Ehrlichman said, "And it was not
a question of whether --," and the President said, "I must say though,
I didn't know it but I must have assumed it though but you know,
fortunately -- I thank you both for arranging it that way and it does
show the isolation of the President, and here it's not so bad But the
first time that I knew that they had to have the money was the time when
Dean told me that they needed forty thousand dollars. I had been, frankly,
(unintelligible) papers on those little envelopes. -Ididn't know about
the envelopes (unintelligible) and all that stuff." (p. 84) Ehrlichman
then said that'if Dean was dismissed because he knew the operation'was
going on, you couldn't stop with him and you would have to 'go through
a whole 'placewholesale." (p. 84) The President then said, llFirethe
who l,estaff,11 and Ehrlichman said, "That's right. It's a question of
motive. It's a question of role and L don't think Dean's role
in the aftermath, at least from the facts that I know now, achieves a
level of wrongdoLng that requires that you terminate him." (p. 84)
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TRe:President then said, HI think he made a very powerful point to me that
of course, you can be pragmatic and say, (unintelligible) cut your losses
and get rid of 'ern. Give 'ernan hors d'oeuvre and maybe they won't corneback
for the main course. Well, out, John Dean. On the other hand, it is
true that others did know." (pp. 84-85)
Further discussion followed about Dean, Ehr1ichman and Haldeman
pointing out that Dean had been made a focal point in the Gray process, and
will become a focal point in the Ervin process, and if dismissed he would
still be a focal point with less protection and "less incentive."
Haldeman said, "What Dean did, he did with all conscience in terms that
the higher good." The President asked what Dean said about motive, did
he say it was "husb-cp ?" (p. 85) Ehr1ichman replied, ''No. He says he
knew, he had to know that people were trying to bring that result about."
(p. 86) Ehrlichrnan said, referring to Dean, "And he says, you know, the
way I got into this was I was I would go to meetings in campaign headquarters
and we 'd get through the meeting and Mitchell and LaRue would say to
~ardian and LaRue would say to Mitchell, 'You've got to do something about
this.' And Mitchell's stock answer was, to turn to John Dean and say, f~TIat
are you going to do?' And so John said, 'I got to be kind of a water
carrier. I'd come back from those meetings and I'd come in to see Bob,' or
me or somebody else, and say, 'Hell Mitchell's got this big problem.' And
then he'd say, They'd say to me, 'well I don't know what;
I'll do about it. I tl The President asked, "Imen he came in to see Bob and
you what would he say was the problem?" Ehrlichman said, "He'd say, 'These
guys, Hunt's getting jittery, and says that he's got to have umpty-ump
thousand dollars, and Mitchell's terribly worried about it,' and it was never
expressed, but it was certainly understood II (p . 86)
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The President then said, "on the question of motive then, though,.J
guess in those conversations with you with respect to motive was never
discussed." Ehrlichman said, "Never discussed with me in those terms."
(p , 87) The President said, "Right. The motive was to help defendants
who were, by golly, who had worked for the campaign committee."
Ehrlichman said, "It never really got that far because, we,
at least my conversation with John always was, 'Well, you know that's
interesting, but I just don't know what to do for you. "' The President
said,"[h]e may have gone further with you, Bob. Did he?" Haldeman said,
"No. We referred him to Kalmbach. You aimed it at Kalmbach, I aimed it
at Mitchell. I said, 'John, you can't come here and ask for help, we
don't have it.' The one thing where it did go further, if you want to
argue about it, it was in the sense t~at the 350, .•• Which was not our
-money, we did move back over there." (p. 87) The President said, "{f j or
this purpose?",and Haldeman said, "(unintelligible). Yeaht yeah." A
discussion followed in which Haldeman said Hunt asked for the money, the
$350 thousand! which was transferred from Haldeman to LaRue through
Strachan (pp. 87"';88),and the problem Ha"ldeman had in getting the CRP
to take the money. The President asked what LaRue woul.d say about the
.money, and asked would he say, "I used it for hush money?" Haldeman said,
"I don't know what he'll say. He'll probably say I packaged it up "
The President said, "That help? but [sic] that certainly doesn't help us."
Haldeman said, "Doesn't help anybody." The President said, "The other
thing he says, well, I just -_ I have retained it in a fund for future
campaigns," but Haldeman said, "I'm sure he doesn't have it." Ehrlichman
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said, "I am not sure, either, but I assume it went right out to pay these
people. That's my assumption." The President said, "You knmy
he used it " and Haldeman said, "Not aLl,of it." (p. 89)
Ehrlichman said that Dean says "we have only two problems that
we have to manage in the White House.," one bei.ng the referral to Kalmbach",
but that can be explained. Haldeman said, "I'm running the three fifty
into my statement, but the question is whether we wan t it in." The
President said to.put it in, and Haldeman said, "that's another bombshell"
because it was not known "that I had it." (pp. 89-90)
A few moments later, after some discussion about Mitchell and
a call from Dean, the President said, "We did not cover'up, though, that's
what decides, that's what decides." (po 92) The President then said that
he 'realized that 'Mitchell 's case'was 'a killet' and that"Dean's case"was
'the. question'.' The President said, "I do not consider him guilty 0 Now
that's all there is to that. Because if he -- if that's the case, then
half the staff is guilty." Ehrlichman said, "That's it. He's guilty
of really no more e~c~pt in degree," and the PresLdent sai.d,"That's
right." Ehrlichman said, "Then a lot of," and the President said, "And
frankly then I have been since a week ago, two weeks ago." Ehrlichman
said, "Hell, you see, that isn't, that kind of knowledge that we
had was 'not action knowledge, Lf.kethe kind of knowledge that I put
together last night. I hadn't known really what had been bothering
me this week. 0 •• But wha t ' s been bothering me is" , and the President
inte.rjected, "That with knowladge , we're still not doing anythi.ng;"
(p, 92) Ehrlichrnan agreed, and the President said, "That's
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exactly right. The law and order. That's the way I am. You know it's
a pain for me to do it -- the Mitchell thing is damn painfu1. II (p, 92) Further
discussion followed in which the President again asked if Ehrlichman
should see Magruder before Mitchell, and urged him to see Magruder first.
Ehrlichman said he would tell Magruder that the Presicient does not in any
way view it as serving his interests for Magruder to remain silent.
Ehrlichman said he would say to Magruder,'lIl£ there ever was an impedi-
ment to your coming forward by reason of your impression, assumed or
otherwise, of what the President wanted you to do I think it's my job to
impart to you what is actually the case." (p. 95) The President then
said that Ehrlichman should start with Magruder by saying that, "the
Presi~ent holds great affection for you and for your family," and that
"t.hf.sLs a very painful message for me to bring --"The President said 1
"A,lso, 1 would first put that in so that he knows I have personal affection.
That's. the way the so+calLed clemency's got to be handled. Do you see John? 1
(pp . 95-96)
Ehrlichman said, "I understand." Haldeman said, "Do the same thing with
Mitchel1." (p. 96) There was then a discussion about what Ehrlichman
should say to ,Mit,chell,including a statement that "if we're looking at
this thing from the standpoint of the President-·,.:todayis probably the
last day that you can take that action, if you're ever going to take it
to do the President a bit of good," (p. 100) The President apparently
suggested that Mitchell might say Colson and maybe Haldeman are going to
get involved, and said, "I'd go further and say, 'The President has said
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let the chips fall where they may. He will not furnish cover for anybody.'
I think you ought to say that." (p. 100) Haldeman said, "He may go, he
may get Chuck" and "He may get you.1t (pp. 100-101) The President said
"We are asking on this thing (unintelligible) Get the \-lhiteHouse.
You see on the other hand, he may do somethLng else, Bob. I think he
would think the latter."
Haldeman said, "That's the thing we've worried about all along, that some-
body will get (unintelligible) what we do but we can't live by whether we
(undntel.l.fgdbLe) the (unfnteLl.Lgfb Le) ," (p, 101) The President said,
"(unintelligible)." The President suggested Ehrlichman might wait to
talk to Magruder until after he sees Mitchell, saying, "Suppose you get
stone-walled with Mitchel1." Ehrlichman said, "I tell you, it is not
what Mitchell says that matters today. It is the fact that you have
acted on information you nave today." He said, "Now, let's suppose
l1i.tchellturns us down cold, and says I'm going to preserve all my rights.
L'm going to fight every inch of turf and so on and so forth. OK. That's'
right. But at least you, having accumulated all this knowledge this week,
have tried to get this t~hingout, so that sometime two months from now, three
months from now, a year from now -.when there '·3 a panic you can sayan
the 14th of April __" (pp. 101-102)
The President said, !lNo,seriously, as I have told both of you, the boil
had to be pricked. ~~ehave to prick the boil and take the heat. . .•
I - am I overstating?" Ehrli.chman said, "No. I think that's right. The
Ldea is, this will prick the boil. It may not. The history of this thing
has to be though that you did not tuck this under the rug yesterday
or today, and hope it would go away." (p . 102) The President said, "NOVI.
In the scenario. I sort of go out and tell people that I have done this.11
(p , 103)
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There was further discussion of what to do i.fMitchell does
not go to the U. S. Attorney and Magruder decides to stay "clammed up,"
including the possibility of taking the hearsay evidence to Silbert.
Ehrlichman said, "I would like a record of my conversations with both
Magruder and Mitchell. I think personally that maybe I ought to get
my office geared up so that I can do that." The President said, "Well
go gear Lt . No, no. Well, wait a minute. No, I think that's too --."
And then said, "I don't want to hear the record .•. don't have me
hear the record." (pp. 105-106)
The transcript ends with a notation "Material unrelated to
Presidential actions deleted."
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